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711is is the '16 th
 report in a continuing series of documents issued at launch, and quarterly thereafter,
to present flight performance analyses of the Lan0sat-2 spacecraft. Previously issued documents are:
Document No. Title Date
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Evaluation Report, 22 to 26 January 1975,
Launch through Orbit 50 and Orbit Adjust
Operation.
75SDS4228 Landsat-] and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 15 August 1975
tion Report, 23 January 1975 to 23
April 1975,
75S1)S425ii Landsat-I and Landsat-2 Flight	 Evalua- 10 October 1975
tion Report, 23 April 1975 to 23 July
1975.
75)SO94266 L' anclsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 1 December 1975
tion :1leport, 23 July 1975 to 23 October
1975.
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tion Report, 23 October 1975 to 23
January 1.976.
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tion Report, 23 January 1976 to 23 April
1973.
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1976,
76SDS4278 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 30 November 1976
tion 17.epoit, 23 July 1976 to
23 October 1976
77SDS4204 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 22 February 1977
tion Report, 23 October 1976 to
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778DS4228 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 23 May 1377
tion Report, 23 January 1977 to
23 April 1977.
77SDS4244 Landsat-1 and Landsat-2 Flight Evalua- 22 August 1977
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to 23 April 1978
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St1Mi11Alt1' l,ANDSAT-2 DV YMAT14NS
'i'.trce	 spacecraft was launched from the, Western Teat hanger on 22 January 1975, at 022:17:55:61, 604,
The launelr and orbit injection phase of the spark flight were nominal and deployment of the spacecraft followed
pre(lictionr:. All systemn continue to perform normally except forward Scanner Pressure, Forward Scanner
Prcs.suro Telemetry, and Wideband Video Tape ,Ileoordor No, 1 (W11VTA1 1), The Fo rward Scanner Pressure
had begun leaking before :launch but will not affect sewinekr performance, The Vorward Scanner Pressure
(V tnrtrtlon 1003) telemetry became erratic in Orbit 2244 on 2 July 1975,
WPV i'1t-1 failed to rewind during Orbit 102:1, 5 April ;1975, and had intermittent operation until Orbit 2238,
2 July 1.2375, when normai, operation was resumed, W11VTR-1 had a new anomaly in Orbit 2683 on 3 August
1075 because of failure of one of the 4: heads. As a result, it could not be used with 11188 data, but performed
sati sfactor'ily with 1ti1V data (because 1't13V provides a synchronizing pulse which permitrt data. from the bad.
head to be Isolated and celiminated), After Orbit 7181 on 20 June 1976, the recorder was used regularly in
servive r evordingr 1:MV data until failure of a second head in Orbit 10064, 13 January ''1977. All operation of
Wi3V`J'3t-1 had been discontinued
	
that date,
W11VU-1.1 started to rewind but stopped prematurely in Orbit 1919, 9 June 1975, and again to Orbit ;1864,
26) Ovtobor :'19755, with the cause unknown, Unit remains operational,
WIMI'lt»„ had 430" high heafthecl current during playback in Orbit 9738 on 31 Mcember 1976, The y
 anomaly?
113 CtIved by an operational procedure of toggling piayback to record ts. playback, Proquency of anomaly is
incrvaning, (I—lit ran-minus operatior,a1.
ll,rttceri^t.^ 1, 2 , i, 6, 7 and 8 have been turned OFF once by one for restoration cycles and returned to service
aftor a few weeks.
From L' Novcrrnlaer 1977 to 2 )?ebruary 1978, a series of orbit adjust burns were m ade to change the inclinu-
dort anglo of Land>sat •-2. Payload operation continued during this cycle as the ground track was maintained,
'niv DC8 receiver wa:a turned OF Yini  Orbit. 15857, 4 March 1978, DDS operation has been resumed with
Lan d"' at-.3.






Table 1-1, In-Orbit Payload Systems Performance Launch thru Orbit 10031 (10-10-78) Landsat-2
ItIw 'Total. Scenes Imaged 2748, 0
Total Area Imaged (million sq. 1 ► mt,,i 24,0
ON Tllltk (hr,) 29.6
ON/OFF Cycles 312
'n~ heal Time Im4zz 73
'	 Itecorded Images 27
M88 Total Scenes Imaged 2101, 724
Total Area Imaged (million sq, n tni.) 2.6,14
ON TIME (hr,) .1, 020
ON/`OVF Cycles 18,366 
heal Time Images so
+;{ Recorded Images 20
IX'S Meswes at OCC 1, 353, 058
Users (Not in Uiv)
ON TIME (hr.) 27, „ 83
11'.PA-I ON TIME' (fir,) 1081:1
ON/OFF Cycles 700
WPA-2 ON TIME' (hr,) 2,671.1
ON/c11',l` ( yule!= 14, 763
WBN'T'N-1 `	 Record Mode 38
"t Playback Mode 41
t? Rewind Mode 30
`;< Standby 'Mode I
Time llead-Tape Contact (fir.) 121,7
Cycles head-Tape Contact I, :1,50
ON T.'IME (hr,) 154
1VBV 1'It-2 ,t Record Mode 3$
Playback Mode 41
'i Newind Mode 20
Standby Mode 1.
AIVSE Count in P/B <10
Time Ilead-Tape Contact (fir.) 991








At the close of this report porlod, Laodoat-2 1 s around track error was '3. 50 nm k,afst (Iongitudo at tbo equator).
I.
'
 rror 11) longitude since launch as a function of Brno, orbit maintenance burns, and the Pitch Popitio), Bias
Prograill are tsboxvil III Figure 2-1.
8o)"ar 11vtIvity decroosed during this quarter. Consequently, spacecraft drag. as a No • tion of solar activity
also devream.-d and Landsat-2 1 s ground track required no coy-rections.
'I'lie controlled gating program using Pitch Position Bias remains discontinued as A meclianism, for cOntrQ11111K
ground track drift (discontinued 13 July 1976), Pitch position Bias Is, -however, being implemented to mint-
nilve Pitch flywheel spood and to prevent Pitch gating.
All 40sequvr4l, ground track drift corrections will be accomplished by the OA subsystem,
Figure	 Hbows the mean local time for the spacecraft's deseomdlng equatorial crossing, 'I'lle mean luval
time orossings for Landsats 2 and 3 respectively are 09:15:19" AILT and OM-2 ,16 AMT and phasing relation-
HIII)m between Landsat-2 and 3 are shown In Figure 2•3, Waidsat-3 leads Landsat-2 at their descending
ciluatorlal crossings by ,14.;15 OoAll' minutes,
• lw	 AWan Orb i tal par-ameters for Lao(tkat-2 a pe &-in in Table 22-1r
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ADJUST PROGRAM 3,55 nm
21 OCTOBER 1978
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Figure 2-1. Effect of Orbit Adjusts and Pitch
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The fewer Subsystem on Landsat-2 has performed satisfactorily throughout this report period,
'rho Kolar arrays continued to provide excess energy above spacecraft and payload requirements and are ex-
pected to supliort the Landsat-2 mission through 1978. The percentage degradation of the arrays is plotted
as a function of days-in-orbit in Figure 3-1, along with the pre-launch predicted array degradation, 'rho ar-
ray degradation at the end of 45 months in orbit was 20.5% which is higher than predicted, The projected
values of midday array current are plotted in Figure 3-2, Here the array currant is adjusted for sun inten-
sity and array degradation, as well as sun angle, Along with the same curve is plotted the actual telemetry
values observed until the end of the current report period.
The battery packs on-line ranged from 8, 0 to 9.3% depth of discharge (DOD) during thia report period, 11'hen
a.,y battery reached hlgla charge-to-discharge current ratios (C%/D) it was turned OFF for a restoration cycle
of a few weeks, leaving; G batteries on-Line at all times. The history of these restoration cycles is shown in
Table 3-1. All buttery-pack performance remained satisfactory. Battery voltages have been maintained
within suitable limits with Landsat-2 power management procedure, excess array energy being dissipated
through auxiliary loads, Temperatures ranged from 16. I OC to 25, 50C during this report period.
The power subsystem electronics have performed well during this report period with all regulated voltage
citable, 'Table 3-2 shows major subsystem parameters and "Table 3-3 shows power subsystem telemetry for
selected orbits. Some parameters in Table 3-2 may be slightly different from those in Table 3-3 because
,rabic 3-2 uses a power management time span (night followed by day), whereas the time span used in Table
3-8 is the playback period from the NDII,
The shunt linitte'r on Landsat-2 has operated several times since launch and has held the solar array bus
voltage tit specified levels.
Figure 3-3 shows the actual variation in sun angle to orbit plane and solar panels for Landsat-2. figure 3-4
xs a prediction of the dun angle through 1979 for Landsat-2,
Many orbits have again dis0aycd the characteristics of notching in the array current telemetry, This con-
dition is presumed to be sects of parallel solar cells with intermittent electrical connections, probably located
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Table 3-2. Land"t-2 Major Power Subsystem Parameters
Nr, NICn it. 0i tit No, 50 5100 IOIWJ lull 11711 10W 10510 10002
114ti	 I MAX 33,43 32.66 32.67 32,46 33,17 34.07 32.40 52.05
4 33,40 32,03 32, " 39.46 33.23 32,37 V 32,03
'I Volts 33,15 32,67 32, " 321 41 33,26 32,57 32.67 42.06
4 33.45 32,60 32,30 32,51 33.28 32,01 32,61 32,00
5 33,42 32.65 32, 56 32,56 33, 32,56 32,56 32.14
0 33.41 32.64 32,56 F r 32.47 32.56 32,05
7 331415 32,60 32,50 32,61 33,20 r 32,50 32,06
6 33,45 ;12 .00 3.1 .50 32, 50 33, 27 32,69 32.50 32,07
AN v rag ov 33,42 12.45 32,67 32,50 32.67 31,08 31.(11 32.07
I Yiul-of-Night 29,119 201 00 28,08 20,55 26198 20,63 20,65 20,29
2 N'oltu 20, 30 29,04 28,05 20,01 20.05 28 ,61 r 241, 36
20,32 20,07 20, ou 26, 84 20, 80 20,64 26.64 23.30
20,  114 20,00 28,01 28.67 2 11, #W) 28,66 28,57 20131
29,40 29,06 26,07 20,03 20,07 20.63 10.54 20,21)
29.31 28,))6 26,80 F 28.64 20,54 26,54 28,28
7 29.34 10,08 201 00 10,65 29,00 F 28,65 20. "l
x 29, M, 29,00 28,91 20,57 29,00 20166 28,57 Ila, 3t
Awntge 20_34 20. 04 28,04 20,40 28,))3 20.62 18,66 24.31
limt	 I C hge 12.76 21,43 13.74 16,04) 10.33 13.73 16, 14.01
11.60 11,42 11,44 13,61, 14.37 10.00 F 13.04
12,24 12.40 12.41 1.1,64 13.90 13,15 13, "0 11. 02 
4 11.00 11,76 11,01 13.66 13,30 12,66 15,00 11.30
12,04 1.1,24 12,05 14.40 12, It t2.47 13.00 it, 12
rt 13, 35 14,32 15, 14 F F 16.24 11,1163 13. 03
12, 00 12,97 11.74 14,80 13,76 F 14,46 12.48
12.24 11.38 WIT 13,70 12.09 12,03 7 14.26 12, 1'^)
Nett	 I [A)MI 12.00 11,00 11 , 16 14,84 13,08 151" 13.83 11,83
tiharc1 12,7o 1:1	 341 14	 14, 1541. 16.01 14, f; 5 F 14,64
12,67 1;1. 74 1011 04 13.80 16,80 141 11 15,61 1 11 1 52
12.44 12,48 1111,00 13, so 15.05 14.05 14192 12.01
12,141 12„16 9196 13,80 13.33 13,42 13.36 11,01
11 2. 70 11,50 15,27 F F 12.03 14,60 W, 62
7 12,47 12170 11,3".1 14.46 13.00 F 15,14 12, TO
8 12, 04 12,02 11,21 111.88 13.04 12,98 12.65 10171
Batt	 1	 1 , 01 1 11) 21,40 2 1. 04 22,71 21,78 22,74 20.32 21,07 21,5()
2 In 20,25 19, 014 2o,30 19,60 20.34 22,341 16.74 10, 30
:1 (04 -) 18.60 17,86 17,52 17.22 16,06 10,89 16.44 10,55
20, 8;1 20, 36 20,36 20,07 19.70 19,61 19,43 1 0, 62
24,90 27, 'I T :10. 49 .14.34 22.37 24100 24. 7 2 24, 32
b 24,26 27,28 27.69 30,39 21,16 25,46 23,20 24. 52
7 24.71 26.32 27.01 29,26 23, 70 23,18 24, 24, W
-4 23,63 24,41 24,56 25.66 22, " 23,05 23,75 23,67
A44.n41e 22, 34 23, 17 2:1, 83 25,90 21,23 21,87 21,49 21175
C 1401; BUS 1 INN r, (11) N 140,30 154,49 14.1.60 13213 149.4 150.4 15013
Cortip Imui Pwr, (A) N 24,00 6,64 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00
P,- L Reg Bus flwr, N 1).$ 9,59 9190 915 9.0 11.4 10.2
ci 1) Hatio 1, 15 1, 11 1,'24 1.46 1,36 1.32 1124 1124
'I'Otal Charge to-ht) IT 1,100 223, 48 323, 61 243,06 256.43 246, 71 220,10 2.40,50
'rotal Dischargo, (A-M) 237,20 201.46 180,64 166,79 190.0$ 186,74 104,, I8 1851.117
Solar Army (A-AI) 1106 1003 939 921,90 82913 843,8 839.5 04512
S. A, Ileal, I (Atop) 16,o5 14.43 13,26 11,00 12.24 12,24 12.30 12.55
Middity ArM, I (Amp) N IJ, 72 12,86 11. 02 11.61 11.70 11.92 12,00
lkui Aligle (Dog)(y) N $135 10170 111 180 2,35 5.54 6,11 5,31
0
Atm. H Pad "I'vn ip ^C) IN 6.1.20 50.40 53,27 05100 57,20 50.40 59,60
Min R Pad I vi llp ( C) N -35, 00 -34.40 -36,$0 -37,40 -36.20 -35,00 _34 ,40
Alax 1, Pud 'romp (QC) N 62,15 62.16 56,92 66 92 58.46 60.00 60 00
Min L Pad l'onip (pi.') N -42,14	 1 -30, 4 :1 -30,80	
1
-44.29 -43.57 .40, Y!, -40.71
N - I)MA Not Available
F - 11111 Off
Tuble 3-3. Landsat-fit rawer Suboystem Analog Telemetry
(Avera,►ge Value for Data Received in NDTIt playback)
urMtr
60 6102 1019." 114:11 17711 W42 10670 IUuUdvWIv _ilttprrlpsia" I'nit
7,101
	 11.x1	 1 FUI I	 Amp	 1 01 0 74 0 62 0,64 0,70 0,19 0150 0160
6002	 1	 1	 01 r 64 0 66 0 71 0,04 0,74 r O, so
7003	 1	 1 00 ,t, 41 0, 64 0 61 0, 06 0101 0.61 0,64
6004	 4	 1 00 t	 711 0 60 0 6.1 0.00 0,16 0.64 0466
6606	 3	 0 bi, 0 7 x 1	 41 0, 7.1 0.71 0.68 O, 57 01,57
it 006	 14	 1	 u,: 0_111 010 k r 0,61 0,02 0.53
00,17	 7	 1 90 0 40 11	 6;1 0.07 0.40 v 0,65 0164
600b	 x	 t	 0 97 i, 76 0, 5. 0	 5;1 0172 0.66 0. r,4 0,66
#I()] I 
	 lintt	 1 1.1% 1
	 Amp	 0.47 11	 42 0	 ^6 6. 62 0,.72 0,52 0.67 0.47
6,11«
	 U- 4: 1 it	 :1x ,1, 37 0.47 0.156 0 66 ! 0146
60111	 ,	 0 46 11, 4;.1 0.411 0,47 0. 64 0,60 0163 0,39
9014	 4	 it. 44 0, :111 +1..19 0, 4M 0.41 0.40 0151 0.27
6016	 5	 0.47 0.44 1t. 45 0 51 0.40 0.47 0,61 0.30
6016'	 G	 0.40 0 47 F C,00 0,54 0.47
t10I1	 7	 0.47 0.411 0.40 0.62 O, 53 r 0167 0.416019	 I	 x	 0 45 0 3N 0,J6 U 49 0, 60 0148 01 0,311
r 0 ;• 1	 43„,1	 I	 +' It	 s	 VI'X,	 31 1.	 II .t0 711 ,,0.71 31.Y0 30,79 30.07 30,49
69 1 2	 11	 181
611.>
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50.70
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	 5
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5047	 7	 I	 ,I s. !	 ,11
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60.' x	K	 l	 1	 is I	 41-I4 111	 x1 ,	 :,0.71 31.33 30,70 30.67 30,6011.1.11	 ,	 Iia11	 1	 Trn,u	 ,	 lx"'	 (	 ,1	 ,"^, 4;1.91 ^	 ,:	 67 `.	 .:1.7;1 a 22.79 2q,25 21,b5 21.51.
60:1 "	 [	 `	 u.:^d 111, 90 n A6 III q 20.34 22, 17 10,57 19.45
HOW	 Alx x0
1
17,77 17	 .`.4 17.1x1. 17,02 16.07 10,36 16,64do ,l	 1	 20	 1111 .0, Al U	 4:1 .U. 114 111, 03 lei, 60 19.46 10,0691.",	 5	 25	 16 .'7,
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^
^	 12.44 .,1
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	 Amp	 7. 13
R. 
;,tN 4,41 3. 86 5,40 6.10 6. 14 6113605 H	 VC 11od '1.7'
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6070	 1' 1. IM flux V	 VLF"	 24 61
^
14. 00 .4, 511 24, 59 24,61 24.60 2A, 69 24,586071	 1' 1	 I'll Bits V ^ V DC
	 1l. h5 ^1.11.40 '30. 97 :11. n3	 ^ 31,63 111, od 30,89 30,81
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'V6079	 Fuse Mink	 \ W	 .4 48 .4 441 ;.'4.4;'4 .4.411 24. -18 24,47 24,46 14.46
0080	 Shunt 1 I	 Amp	 0 0 0.0	 1 0.0 0.0 0, U 0.0 010 0.0
6091	 ?	 0 11 0 0 11	 n 010 0,0 010 0'0 0106001.	 3	 4	 1 0 0 0 0,() 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0
ilosa	 4	 11	 11 0 0 0.n 0.0 010 0.0 0,0 0.000144	 5	 1)	 0 n, a 0, 0 0,0 0.0 0'0 0'0 0'0
7086	 6	 n. U 6 0 0, 0 0.0 010 010 010 01.060%	 7	 0 0 0, n 0 0 0.0 0,0 0.0 010 0'0
41087	 rl	 t	 11	 0 0,1) 0,11 O. 0 010 11,0 010 0100100	 I' 1, 8881 ML, I
	 Amp I
	
0,:W 0.M 0.40 0.41 0,19 0,40 0.46 0,42
^+ 785 607 723 790 78w 764	 1660
'rutalNu. Major
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1-;► ndsat -2's Attitude Control Subsystem has performed normally since launch and has consistenly main-
tairled correct spacecraft attitude.
The controlled gating program using ;itch Position Bias is no longer used to lraintain ground track drift
control, Pitch Position Bias is, however, being implemented to minimize Pitch flywheel speed and to
conserve Freon by preventing Pitch gating.
The Pl'I1 control sequences maintained during this quarter are shown in `ruble 4-1.
`Cable 4-1. I..undsat -2 Pitch Position Bias









(),,bit Orbit per DayN^ N + 1 N	 + 2 It rom TO() 0 0
1782-1 18321 012. ,3 2. ? 0 04-2,9 T	 - 28 T + 7 U. 3:1(-P)23 ,3u1 7h '?H Aug 78 o 0
18,32„', 185.15 0J+2. fi 0+2. 0+2.9 T	 - 26 T + 7 p. 26(-P)








+'). f) 0'.3+2. TO -	 1 I'0 + b O.;31(-P)t3"	 Sept 78 2'3 Oct 7N
*N0 equals satellite night
Actual freom vonsun,ption plotted against predicated consumption is shown in Figure 4-1.
Freon consumption was greater during this report period due to the seasonal increase in pneumatic gating.
Historically, pneumatic gating frequency - especially roll gating - appears to be seasonally influenced, with
the tinu.^ between mitt October and late March being the period of greatest activity.
Figure 4-2 graphically shows the difference, between the non-seasonally adjusted predicted Freon life and
the actual Freon consumption for this quarter.
Figure 4-3 shores Landsat-2 1 s gating pattern since launch and figure -1-4 presents the cumulative gating
history over the same period.
HAIP2, commanded into operation shortly after .ACS acquisition as the primary control of the Yaw subsystem,
has unctioncd normally.
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Fi6rura 4-1. Landsat-2 Freon Status - l,ong 'le rm Prodictcd Freon Lifa
Vs Currant F raon Remaining UsCAble impulse
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r BEGIN GROUND DRIFT CONTROL























BEGIN ORBIT ADJUST PROGRAM
I	 2 FEB, 1976(	 j END ORBIT ADJUST PROGRAM
^	 I
I	 I	 12 JULY 1978
1 ORBIT 17671
1	 1	 0 END GROUND DRIFT CONTROL
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Both solar array dirves functioned normally and both solar arrays maintained correct sun alignment.
Typically, flywheel duty cycles have averaged seven percent or less. Pitch and Yaw flywheel speeds have
averaged less than 150 RPM while the Roll flywheels have averaged 760 RPM, Sun transient response in
the dual scanner mode is normal.
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Thu Command Clock Subsystem operated nominally in this report period. Luring Orbit 18014 (October 2,
1978) the SIC clock was set back two seconds. Figure 5-1 shows the history of the SIC clock drift since
launch. Figure 5- 2
 shows the cumulative clock drift, 21.372 seconds faster in 45 months; and Figure 5»3
gives drift rate of the S IC clock. The clock of L.andsat-2 drifts in the eame direction as L.andsat 3.
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'fit- TLM has operatcd nominally in this report period.
Table 6-1 shows typical telemetry values since launch, All are nominal. Functions 1264 (Thermal Shield G
Temperature), 4002 (Mh1CA Board 2 Temperature) and 13200 (APU 24 Volt Input) were defective before
launr-h but verification of these functions is acceptable by adjacent temperature and downstream voltage
measurements respectively.
The memory section of the telemetry matrix remains in the 0.0 mode,
Table 6-1, Landsat-2 T1lIP Telemetry Values
rune _Name Unite
Orbit
35 5091 10192 15211 17710 18222 18570 19000
9001 Alemory	 uenoer A Converter VDC 4, 45 4,45 4, 45 11, 45 4,45 4.45 4,45 4.45
9002 Memory Sequencer B Converter VIAL F F F F F F F F
9003 Memory Sequencer Temp DGC 20. 00 21,37 21,34 21, 87 20.51 20.47 20, 56 21,17
9004 Formatter A Converter VDC 4,62 4, 52 4, 52 4,54 4.50 4. 52 4, 51 4, 52
9005 Formatter B Converter VDC F F F F F F F F
9006 Dig. Mtx A Converter` VDC 4. 22 -1.22 4, 22 4, 23 4.21 !, 22 4. 21 4, 22
9007 Dig. Klux B Converter VAC F F' F F F I• 1• I•
9008 FormatterlDig Mux Temp DGC 25, 00 27, 80 29.75 32. 56 23, 91 26.67 25, 59 26, 77
9009 Analog'Mur A Convertor VDC 4, 0"2 4, 05 4. 05 4, 05 4, 05 1.05 4,05 4, 05
9010 Analog Mine 13 Converter VDC F F F F F F F F
9011 A D Converter A Voltage VDC 4, 02 4, 03 4, 04 4, 05 4, 03 4. 03 4, 04 4. 03
9012 A DConverter B Voltage VDC F F F F F F F F
9013 Analog \lux, A ' D Conv, Temp DGC 25, 00 27, 33 27.44 29, 72 24, 91 26. 88 26, 92 27,41
9014 Preregulator A Voltage VDC 4, 00 4, 00 4, 00 4, 00 4, 00 4. 00 4.00 4,00
9015 Preregulator 13 Voltage VDC F F F F F F F F
9016 Reprogrtunmer Temp DGC 22, 50 24, 74 26.47 28, 98 21, 84 22.26 22, 16 22, 50
9017 Memory A Converter VDC 4,45 4,45 4.45 4.46 4,45 4, 46 4,45 4.45
9018 Memory A Temp r" 17, 50 17, 17 17, 16 16,66 15,30 16. 14 14, 70 15,08
11019 Memory B Converter VDC F F F F F F F F
9020 1	 Aleatory 'B Temp WC 17. 50 17.41 17,50 17, 52 16, 86 16.70 16.79 17. 22
9100 Reflected Power dBm 18,29 14,18 14,53 15,24 13.89 14.05 14.09 14.09
9101 Xmtr A-20 VDC VDC 3,80 3197 3, 98 3, 98 3, 97 3. 97 3.97 3, 97
410'2 Xmtr:rl-20 VDC VDC F F F F F F F F
9103 Xmtr A Temp DGC 27. 73 26.40 30.37 26,69 21,56 23.29 23, 58 23, 58
9104 Xmtr B Temp DGC N 27,74 31,74 37, 80 22,69 24.47 24.79 24.78
9105 Xmtr A Power Output dBm 27, 73 26,69 26,41 26. 5926, 30 26.34 26,35 26.35
9106 Xmtr B Power Output dBm F F F F F F F F
N - Data Not Available,






SECTION 7i	 ORBIT ADJUST SUHYSTEM (OAS)
No orbit adjust maneuvers were conducted during this report period.
Table 7-1 summarizes all of the OAS system's operations since launch.
'fable 7-2 shows typical telemetry values for the OAS during quiescent periods. Variations in thrust cham-
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MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
The spacecraft was corrected for unbalauced magnetic moments in Orbits 243 and 321 as reported earlier.
These adjustments were made on the pitch magnetic rod of the WICA.
No adjustment to the MMCA dipoles was made during this report period.
Orbital averages of MMCA telemetry functions for selected orbits are given in Table 8-1.
Table 8-1. Landsat-2 MMCA Telemetry Values
Function Name Units
Orbit
50 3102 10191 15211 17711 15222 19070 19002
4001 A 1 board Temp °C 20,56 19.47 19,12 16,82 1 N, 00 18, 4 h 1 K. 00 1 H. ;111
4002 A2 board Temp 0 p D 1) D 1) 1) 1) 11
4003 Hall Current TMV 3.40 :1.40 3040 3,40 3.40 ;1140 :1, 40 :), 40
4004 Yaw Flux Density TMV 3.05 3107 3.07 3.07 :1, 07 9, 07 J, 07 :1, 07
4005 Pitch Flux Density TMV 3,13 2,90 2.90 2,90 2.90 'l, 90 2.90 41 W)
4600 Roll Flux Density TMV 2.99 2,97 2,97 2.97 2,96 2.97 2,97 2, 97













UNIFIED S-KAND/PREMODUIATION PROCESSOR (USB/PMP)
The U813 Subsystem has operated nominally In this r,,port period.
Table 9-1 shows telemetry values since launch. All art nominal. The transmitter has maintained a steady
Indicated power output of greater than 1.3 wafts since launch. Figure 9-1 shows ACC readings of Goldstone
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CYCLES i 0F 1 51 ORBITS EACH)
Figure 9-1, USB (Link 4) AGC Readings at Goldstone with 30 1 Antenra - Landsat-2
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~.J Table '-1. '4 .... -2 USB/PIIP T .... ..,. Val .. 




1W8c. .... U .... 1.1 lOti IOM1 IUU 1"&2 18152 18600 1.0002 
if U4IOI 
USB Revl' AGe ... -111." -lH.B -114.11 -au. 11 -lH." -12'7.25 -122.38 -131.50 
uooa USBx.tI' .... W 1.11 1.M 1.D 1.31 - 1.15 1.36 1.3. 1.36 11_ 










2.55 -3.84 -4.14 -4.11 11_ 
UIBlCpfAdTeJIIp DOC a5,p 11.4' 2'.01 31.01 H.51 26.58 26.62 26.75 H 
., 
11005 USB:xpGIIIl ~. PSI 1'.08 11.4' 15." 1t.0' 15.20 15.18 15.13 16.06 
i I 
· . 
11001 USB Xmu A -I.IV VDC 2.11 F F F F F F F 
11001 UIB Xmtl' B -l1V VDC F 2.42 2.3' 2.11 2.43 2.40 2.40 2.~v 
H I I .. , iI ~ j 
H 4 j j 
110" USB ...... -15V VDC 2.0' 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.OS 2.05 2.05 2.0& 
11101 PMP PwI' A Volt VDC - 15.10 F F F F F F F 
11101 PIIP hI' B Volt VDC F 
- 14." - 14,.99 - 14." - l~,M -14.91 -14.96 -14.93 
11103 PIIPT ... A DOC M.SO M.17 M.1t 43.1:.1 26." 31. all 32.:11 32.17 
nUK PIIPT.,B DOC 28.M 36.08 38." ".11 30.SO 33.47 3·1.11 34.13 
... 
F = Unit Off 
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The Auxiiiary Processing Unit (APU) consisting of Search Track Data, Time Code Data, and Backup
Timers operated satisfactorily throughout this report period. Telemetry for the APU is shown in Table
,10-1, and is nominal.
Table 10-1, Landsat-2 APU Telemetry Functions
Function. Description Unit
rbit




A PU , -24, 5 V DC





























E	 D - Defective 'Telemetry (Prelaunch)
'Ihe Power Switching Module (PSM) containing the switching relays for power to the OAS, MSS, WBPA„1,
WBPA--2, WBVTR-1, WBVTR-2, RBV and PRM, functioned normally. During this report period, the MSS,
WBPA-2 and WBVTR-2 power circuits, have been operated on a regular basis. lIBV and WBI IIA-1 power
circuits have+ been used for limited operation.













l indsut-2's Thermal Control Subsystem has provided satisfactory temperature control for all of the space-
craft equipment since launch.
Table 11-1 summarizes average subsystem temperature telemetry values taken from representative orbits
that occurred over the 45 months of Landsat -2's existence.
Average temperatures in the sensory ring bays are plotted in Figure 11-1.
During this report period, the sun intensity increased from 0.969 to 1.010 times the mean value. Increase
in the sun angle to the spacecraft decreased night length. Consequently, the average spacecraft tempera-
tures were slightly higher during this report period.
A history of compensation load switching since launch is shown in Table 11-2. All compensation loads re-
mained off in this report period.
Table 11 . 1, `l'hcrinal Subsystem Analog l`elvi etry
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710"= 'rilAt NPI - It 11 $tit II MC p7. Alf IT. 416 17„1 0 17.0 11. N 15. 9(1 15, 64 15191
7106 'rlOt NN1It 11 Nop I IXIC ::. l I „.3, 85 -14.W 28, l0 11).55 :9. N(1 20, 09 :71,14
7107 TOM NM'tT NM Ctr 1XIC 20.,1'3 -11.^11I. 20,59 21,911 17.00 18.:16 171!ltt Ih,4"
7108 vNlot NIM stount 14 DOW ,t0, Sii 22184 21181 211.90 1.8.40 111 , 71 1(1.42 ;:(J.1.2
Mill TIM c1'. - Y Thruster DOC 2,1014 27.;11 29, If 10.117 21, 78 4:1.110 :f3. Kl :4,,:7
7110 TJIM NMS O'HVTR )!m DGC 16.75 IN.21 16.84 17.55 14.86 16.17 1.4, ON 15.:14
7111 TWO	 A+X'I'hl.0etor WO Zit. Xt 10,49 17,54 17.1E-0 16.07 17.11 1.6.91 17.0:6
7110 1111iI Aux I l l I' 0GO 14.14 29.07 1'5101 N, K 9,03 •1, 87 9.70 7_:10
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Figure 11-1. Landsat-`L Sensor Ring :Average 'Temperatures




Table 11-2, LoWast-2 Compensation Load History
Compensation Load Status
Orbits 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tl
Launch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 X x x X X 0 x X
237 X x x x X 0 0 0
272 x x x x x 0 x x
306 X x 0 x X 0 0 0
572 x x 0 x x 0 0 x
1367 x x x x x 0 0 x
1645 x X 0 x X 0 0 x
1657 x X x X x 0 0 x
4202 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0
4372 0 0 X X 0 0 0 X
6735 0 X X 0 0 X 0 0
9312 x x 0 0 X 0 0 0
9753 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0
14727 0 1	 0	 1 0	 1 0 1	0 0	 1 0 1	0






NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBR)
The Narrowband Recorder Subsystem operated satisfactorily throughout the entire period, both Recorders
alternating in Record and Playback modes with a nominal one minute overlap.
Table 12-1 gives cumulative operating hours for both Recorders by mode, and Table 12-2 gives typical tale-
n ►etry values,
Table 12-1, NBR Operating Hours by Mode
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WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WDTS)
'rho WBTS has operated nominally in this report period,
Table 13 . 1 shows typical telemetry values, All are nominal,
Singal levels measured at Goldstone with the spacecraft successively at the same two points in space show
continuous satisfactory performance,
Table 13-1, Typical Wideband Subsystem Telemetry
Orbit
k, 5091 10641, 11211 17700 1)+1,52 1 s5t 1;m7„Fun(. Name units
32001 ` omp TWT Coll, DGC 34, 38 F F 33,12 F F F• :3:1. 12
12101 30.00 32. 16 34, 65 30,00 20-25 3u, 44 :11.43 2
12002 Cur. Helix mA 4,29 1z 1' 3,90 1•'
12102 4,41 4,513 4.61 4,70 4,46 4.74 4."15 4, k"
12003 Cur. Cath, mA 46,04 F F" 44.93 F F F 44, o i
1210;1 46,42 46,00 44, 07 44,62 45, 14 45, 55 44.26 -15,56
12004 Fwd, Pwr, dnm 42,93 F F 42,87 F F F 42, 82
12104 43,81 431 61 43, 51 43, 61 43.36 4:3.6,1 43, 65 d3, 70
12005 Refl, Pwr, dBm 26.50 F F 25,44 1'' F 1., .5 ,.,6
12105 37,50 37,08 36.90 37,17 36.02 :17,29 37.30 37.14
12227 Mad, A Loop Stress Nz 21 14 F 1,60 1.77 0.75 1,47 1.66 1.04
122'38 Mod, 13 Loop Stress !i2 1,51 - 0,22 0,28 - 0,66 - 0.93
-0, 25 -0.47 -0, 13
12 229 Temp, plod DGC 16,51 17,97 17.41 16.00 18,44 18, 68 1610 161 n0
12232 +15 VDC Pwr $ply TMV 2,65 2,66 2,65 2165 2.65 2,64 2.65 °, 64
12234 -15 VDC Pwr Sply TMV 4,27 4,04 3.99 4,10 4,19 3, 99 4,14 •1,1`2
12336 +5 VDC Pwr Sply TMV 3,57 3,51 3,50 3.55 3,53 13,50 :1, 55 3, 55
12238 -5 VDC: Pwr Sply TMV 4,20 4,07 4,02 4,08 4.11 4, 00 4,08 4, to
12240 -24 VDC Unreg Pwr TMV 6,20 5,90 5,92 5.92 6.02 5,84 5.94 5,87









AT I'ITUI li; MEASUltl,,N ANT SENSOR (A,MS)
LANMAT-2
SECTION 14
ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The AMS Is a passive radiametric balance sonsor which operates in the 14-16 micron IR ba►tcl, AMS Tele-
metry Vidues are shown In Table 14-1,
The AM'i was launched in the OFF mode (CMD 774), turned ON during Orbit 6, and has been performing
normally since then,
Table 14-,1, Landsat-2 AMS Temperature Telemetry
1"Une Nafne Units
Orbit Number






























WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
W13VTH-1 has not been in use during this reporting period because of failures of two of its Record/Play-
back heads (head 1, Orbit 2683, :3 August 1075; head 3, Orbit 10064 on 13 January 1977).
`Twice in 1975, for an undetermined reason, WBVTR -2 stopped Rewind prematurely; once during Orbit
1113 on 9 June and again during Orbit 3864 on 26 October. This abnormality has not occurred since.
On 21 December 1976, during Orbit 9739, u playback of MSS data from WBVTR -2 of lAndsat -2 was un-
usable due to high bit error counts. This anomaly has been experienced many times since then. The
condition exists due to a tape overspeed of approximately 27%, caused by the servo voltage input being
zero during the time of the anomaly. A simple operational procedure (Switch from Playback to Record to
Playback) restores normal operation.
`fable 15 -1 gives typical non-modal telemetry values for WBVTR-1 and WBVTR-2. Tables 15-2 and 15-3
show the nux1al telemetry values for Record, Playback, Rewind, and Standby operational modes.
Figure 15-1 shows tape usage for WBVTR-2.
Table 15-1, Telemetry Values for WDVTR-1. and 2
i?islc Name Units
Orbits
45/46 4879 11871 17715 18247 18665 19026
13022 'rape Unit Pros PSI 16, 52 W, 39 16, 12 15, 99 1 5, 99 15. 99 15.86
x
13023 'Pape Unit Temp DGC: 20.74 20.12 16,69 1.6, 30 . -	 30 16.30 16.69
13024 Elec U. Temp DGC 25,00 21.68 13,85 13, 46 15.46 13.46 13, 81'i
13032 Limiter Volt VPP 11,18 1.41 F F 1^ 1^ F
113034 +5,6 VDC Conv VDC 5, 70 5,.67 F 1'' F F 14'
13122 Tape Unit Press PSI 16.12 15. 33 14,54 t3135 13. 22 13, 41 1;3, 22
13123 Tape Unit Temp DGC 21.50 23.08 19.92 11,46 19.50 17.07 17.46
13124 Elect, U, Temp DGC 23.50 22.72 16,63 16, t,c 18, 84 1,7.46 16.92
13132 Limiter Volt V.PP 1,30 1.28 1,34 1,34 1. 35 1.3;1
131.34 +5A 'VDC Conv VDC 5.71 5,85 5,66 5.80 5.37 51,35 5. 80
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SECTION 16
itl TuHN BEAM WIDICON (ItBV)
JIBV was on for quarterly engineering test during this report period. Telemetry data was normal.
Table 16-1 gives typical telemetry values for the 1tBV Subsystem. Tables 16-2, 16-3 and 16-4 give teletn-
etry values for Prepare, Road and Hold modes of the three RBV camerae.
Table 1.6-1, RBV 'Telemetry Values
Dune Name Units
Orbits
54 5662 10157 15228 17739 19075
14001 CCC Broad Temp. DOC 19.65 20.41 20.15 21.57 18,28 18.83
1.4002 CCC Pwr. Sup. Temp DOC 20.52 20.80 20.17 22.79 18,83 19.94
14003 15 VDC Sup. TMV 3.92 4.00 3.84 3.77 3.92 3.95
)4004 +(;V, -5.25 VDC Sup. TMV 2.92 3.13 3.03 2.93 :3,05 3.07
14100l N 0.70 1.95 1.18 1.15 0.75
14200 1	 * VID Output V TMV 1.05 1.26 0.88 1.18 0,67 1.70
14300 ,)) 1.03 1.31 1.10 1.17 0,70 1.60
14102 3.85 3.82 3.70 3.85 3,80 3. (D2
14202	 * Comb. Align Cur. TMV 3.91 3.88 3.92 3.91 3, 97 3,x7
14302 3.90 3.83 3,75 3.74 3,85 3.85
14103 l 24.24 26.51 23.00 29.43 22,70 23.26
14203 }	 + l lee 'Temp. DOC 19.84 22.05 20.18 19.86 1.9.28 18.18
14303) 25.05 29.42 23.42 35.07 22,60 23.70
141.04 23.44 26.28 23.15 28.66 21,70 22.26
14204	 * I,V Pwr Sup T. DOC 18.14 20.61. 18.90 18.07 17.18 16.62
14304 25.36 29.47 24.00 35.25 23,26 23.26
14105 4.00 3.96 3.84 3.84 4,00 3.97
14205
	 * Defl. Pwr. Sup. +10 TMV 3.97 3.94 3.82 3,81 3.95 3.97
14305 VDC 4.00 3.96 3.96 4.00 4.00 4.00
14106 l 3.67 3.63 3.26 3.54 3,67 3.67
14206 1	 * L. V. 1). S. +6V, -6.3 TMV 3.65 3.62 3.34 3.50 3.65 3.6514306 VDC 3.70 3.68 3.42 3.72 3,70 3.70
14107 l 2.61 2.61 2.60 2.51 2.77 2.67
14207 j	 * Ther. g lee. Cur. TMV 2.49 2.51 2.44 2.40 2,60 2.55
14307) 1.57 2.57 2.71 2.44 2,72 2.57
14108 2.43 2.50 2.46 2.44 2,55 2.55
14208
	 * Vid. Fil. Cur. TMV 2.40 2.36 2.39 2.30 2.40 2.40
14308 2.58 2.54 2.59 2.47 2.60 2.60
141101 2.98 2.96 2.98 2.98 2.97 2.97
14210* Vid. Tgt. Volt 1'MV 2.86 2,96 2.60 2.88 3,00 3.00
114310 )))) 2.63 2.58 2.37 2.52 2.62 2.62
1.4113 2.92 2.81 2.98 2.79 3.35 2.90
1421.3	 *
Vert Def V
TMV 3.15 3.05 3.16 3.12 3.10 3.12
14313) 3.59 3.44 3.04 3.47 4,00 4.00
14114 19.87 18.21 19.85 19.82 21,99 22.55
14214
	 * Vid FPT DGC 20.55 18.80 20.46 20.24 20.54 21.06
14314 20.65 20.56 20.38 21.57 22.40 22.86
14115 21.04 21.31 21.02 21.41 17,07 17.62
14215	 * Foe Coil T DGC 20.67 21.26 19.17 21.06 17.62 17.62
14315 ' 22.25 22.88 20.61 24.14 18.62 19.18
* 141)a Refers to Camera 1
142XX Refers to Camera 2
143XX Refers to Camera 3
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MUL'11SPECTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM (MSS)
The MSS Subsystem has operated nominally in this period. Figure 17-1 shows the number of scenes imaged
ut eletr geographic location this quarter. Figure 17-2A anti 2A shows scones imaged since launch. Only
those seenes received by U. S. and Pakistan ground stations are shown. Scenes transmitted to Canada,
Ilrrar.11 and Italy (54'X of total) are not shown.
i'able 1; -1 shows typical telemetry values since launch. All are nominal..
Table 17w21 shows the history of sensor response to a constant input radiance level, Each sensor is sampled
at 5 rradianee levels and all show essentially the same trends. Only one of these levels (the second highest)
is listed in 'Cable 17-2. Line longth history is nlso shown in Table 17 -2, it is well within satisfactory limits.
Sensor rvsponses and line lengths this quarter are also satisfactory..
Sun valibrations, perform e d every two weeks, show nominal performance.
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Table 17-211 'MSS Itesponsa Itiotory - Landsat-2
Quantum travel for Conastaut Calibration Lamp lntxat
(0 A Maack; tit - white)




 CurrentAt tat -+incv
iland sensor Turn ON ist Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Qurr. Qua r, L.amneh
1 43 40 39 34 37 ;17 Y.11
41 40 39 ;17 36 1116 1'
;i 46 43 42 41 42 •11 -to 1
-1 46 45 45 44 43 43 » 6
5 44 40 30 38 3H ;37 Y16
6 46 43 43 42 42 42 -	 ;i
7 47 45 45 45 45 45 _	 -1
8 44 40 41 4 1 41 .12 M C)
9 4s 46 46 45 44 45 -	 332
10 50 4S 4H 46 47 r16 -	 ^+
11 48 47 47 47 47 •17
12 47 .14 44 42 42 4.; ^1l
13 42 40 40 ,19 1119 3s _10
14 44 43 4;1 41 40 -to -	 1)
15 47 46 47 47 47 47 0i
1t3 47 45 46 46 46 46 ~	 .
17 48 46 46 46 47 47 - 2
18 16 44 45 45 46 46 0
1f) 25 25 25 'S )G ") t
20 26 27 27 26 Y0U 26 0
21 ,32 32 32 i1 ;. 11
22 29 30 30 24) w1) 29 0
'Y) 4 2k3 2H 26 2H ,,#1 27 -	 1
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DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM (DCS)
The DCS Subsystem was turned OFF during Orbit 15957 on A March 1078, and the function •ssurzted by












Date A noindy/Oboorvallon How Observed Comments
Prelaunch rorward downer spacocraR 1lelore launch pressure tnereaaed. 	 Alter launch preaputw do-
Pressure leak IMograttan crossed,	 No anticipated effect on Namur or 8V mit ion
Prolaunch Detective TLM ructions Spacecraft rueliona mea@utw non •criticol iomparaturus.	 l;ensors inllod
1204, 4002, 111200 Integration prior to launch,	 Mission u alfeelvd.
a 0 75 Uneneodsd uommmd 7st, CIV On-144 Non-Lamiaal OCC Authorliod Vounuoded comm4snds rereivod In
Channel D tiff, received by Orbit 4119, 440, 742, 1575, 1700, 4006, 3164,	 1700, 5025. Zia»5.
spacecraft from RP Interior- 9721, 6604, 9523, 9503, 10266, 10400, 104:13, 105!1;4, 1090:1,
once, Conmw►r4 792 or 796. 13309, 14509, 14$04, 15003, 16279,11304
switch camedecol and core-
moth 760 or 764, switch
PN'M regulator, received rt
other limos.
317 75 MMCA Pitch *lux Density T1 I tiff-Line Tolomotry decreased 5 counts ml mdientas inere ►wo (Int% dunslty
Drift on charged mag got,	 Probable sensor drift,	 No 4y4mroot offeet
on S/C performance.
4 575 WIWTH-1 Rewind Fallure On-Line WDVTR-1 failed to execute Rewind command or pronintoroly
AbID11 V01252) terminated towimis due to Was DOT signal, 	 Suhsogocot com-
mands or Fool -Logic toohniques allowed return to oporatloo.
Investigation Committee report Issued. 	 Probloms occurred Orbit
IOU. 15;12. 1566, 2236.	 Operation restricted to 300 thru 1500
feet.
9;'0,"75 WIlVTR-1 had Short Rewind On-Lids WDVTR-2 started rewind but stopped prematurely In Orbit 019(NIDR N01266) and agsin in Orbit 3#54, 	 lnvostigotion Committee did not 4loline
a probable cause but assigned a momentary relic I101` run reason
for short rewind.	 Unit remains operational.
H;°5, 75 WBVTR-1 date dial not provide On-Lino One head ciroutt of WFIVTR-1 failed to operate, 	 20% of data loot
aym., to ground station in data strewn,	 Operation discontinued until early 1976, when It
(MDR D91930) was used with RBV only,
11- 1 14. 175 WIN False !]M-of-Line Codes O f-Lone Occasional lend-of-line cabs occurring In preamble or slung(MDR D94940) video data.	 Croaks* 4 black and 4 white worsts In scene data.
Gceurs a i c r malpntto anomalios with low Incidence rata.
Operation continued.
1/251741 Polar Array Current Notch On-Line in Orbit 5123, abnormal drop@ in rotor array current sppeared(MDR Dtt4934) for portion of satellite day_ 	 N/C operation unalfoeted becausa
solar army has excess power to date.
7;20 ,'76 battery 6 Turned Off On-Wno b Battery 0 decreased in load share and rope to charge share
OM-Line thereby cawing overcharge.	 'temperature Increased and unit
was turned off in "1 7601.	 (Returned to service in Orbit 7992. )
be Table 3-2 for history of all battery restoration cycles.
7/29/76 WBVTR-2 Autanotic On-Line SMART circuits dsteeted high hoadwhool currents In Orbit 7720Shutdown by SMART and shutdown WBVTR-8.
	 WBVTR-2 operation was normal{ high




12/31/79 WBVTR-2 had 30% high Cf►-line Ground equipment would not synch on WI)VTO-2 p/B data during
P/B speed (MDRD04939) Orbit 9739 P/l1. Analysis showed P/D spood was 30% high.
Toggling, record to P/B, restored normal operation. Occurred
frequently this quarter requiring replay of garbled date,
1/15!77 WBVTR-1 second Mad O -'An* tlbboetvation ofCRT trans &Uft WBVTR-1 RBV P/B data In
tailed (MDR D04931) Orbit 10098 sho weal second head failed, 	 Operation discontinued,
9/12/77 Payload Automatic Inhibit an-Line SMART clroulls dotftCvd 8/C w ►rog bun Row voltege a ► Orbit
tram RCAM by SMART 13342 caused by operation problems, Inhibited furr wr piyload
operation from RCAM. Reset returned S/C to noraaal.
	 Re-
curred during Orbits 14665, 15013, 15196. 16085, 19699,
16744.	 Reset returned N/C to normal each tine.
A-X/2




SPACECRAFT ORBIT REFERENCE TABLES
FROM JANUARY 1 078 THROUGH JULY 1970
ORBIT 14081 TO 20026






OUT Flight 8peoaoxatt Cyole Cycle
Data Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cyola
1 1 1075 14981-14994 113-126 0 59
2 2 1070 14995-15008 127-140 10 59
3 3 1077 15009-15022 141-154 11 59
4 4 1078 15023-15036 155-168 12 59
5 5 1079 15097-15050 169-162 13 59
6 6 1080 15051-15064 183-190 14 59
7 7 1081 15065-15077 107-209 15 59
8 0 1062 15078-15091 210-223 16 59
9 9 1063 15092-15105 224-237 17 59
10 10 1084 15106-15119 298-251 18 59
11 11 1085 15120-15133 1- 14 1 60
12 12 1086 15134-15147 15- 28 2 60
13 13 1087 15148-15161 29- 42 3 60
14 14 1088 15162-151"5 43- 56 4 60
15 15 1089 15176-15189 57- 70 5 60
16 16 1090 15190-1523 71- 84 6 6
17 17 1091 15204-15217 85- 98 7 60
18 18 1092 15218-15231 99-112 8 60
19 19 1093 15232-15245 113-126 9 60
20 20 1094 15248-15259 127-140 10 60
21 21 1095 15260-15273 141-154 11 60
22 22 1096 15274-15287 156-168 12 60
23 23 1097 15288-15301 169-182 13 60
24 24 1098 15302-15315 183-196 14 60
25 1	 25 1099 15316-15328 197-209 15 60
26 26 1100 15329-15942 210-223 16 60
27 27 1101 15343-15356 224-237 17 60
28 28 1102 15357-15370 238-251 18 60
29 29 1103 15371-15384 1- 14 1 61
1104 15385-15398 15- 28 2 61
P
30







GMT Fli3ht 8psowra t Cycle Cycle
Date DMy Day Orbits Orbits Day Cy0 M
1 32 1106 15413-15426 43- 56 4 61
2 33 1107 15437-16440 57- 70 6 61
3 34 1108 15441-16454 71- 64 6 61
4 35 1109 15455-15486 85- 96 7 61
5 36 1110 15460-15463 99-113 8 61
6 37 1 -154 113-136 0 SI--
7 38 1113 15497-15510 137-140 10 61
8 39 1113 15511-15534 141-154 11 61
9 40 1114 15535-15538 155-168 12 61
10 41 111$ 15539-15553 169-162 13 61
11 42 111 1555345666 183-196 1 61
12 43 1117 15567-15579 197-209 15 61
13 44 1118 15580-15593 210-223 16 61
14 45 1119 15594-15607 224-237 17 61
15	 1 46 1120 15608-15601 236-251 18 1	 61
16 47 1121 15622-15835 1- 14 1 62
17 48 1122 15638-15649 15- 28 2 62
18 49 1123 15650.15663 29- 42 3 62
19 50 1124 15664-15677 43- 56 4 62
20 51 1125 15678-15691 57- 70 5 62
21 52 1126 15692-15705 71- 84 6 112
22 53 1127 15706-15719 85- 98 7 62
23 54 1128 15720-15733 99-112 8 62
24 55 1129 15734-15747 113-126 9 62
25	 1 56 1130 15748-15761 127-140 10	 1 62
26 57 1131 15962-15776 141-154 11 62
27 58 1132 15776.15789 155-168 12 62
28 59 1133 15790-15803 169-182 13 62
OUT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 60 1134 15804-15817 183-196 14 62
2 61 11351 15818-15830 197-209 15 62
3 62 1136 15831-15844 210-223 16 62
4 63 1137 15845-15858 224-237 17 62
5 64 1138 15839-15672 238-251 18 62
6 65 1189 15873-15806 1- 14 1 63
7 66 1140 15887-15900 15- 28 2 63
8 67 1141 15911-15914 29- 42 3 63
9 68 1142 15915-15928 43- 56 4 63
10 69 1143 15929-15942 57- 70 5 63
11 70 1144 15943-15956 71- 84 6 63
12 71 1145 15957-15970 85- 98 7 63
13 72 1146 15971-15984 99-112 8 63
14 73 1147 15985-15998 119-126 9 63
15 74 1148 15999-16012 127-140 10 63
16 75 1149 16013-16026 141-154 11 63
17 76 1150 16027-16040 155-168 12 63
18 77 1151 16041-16054 169-182 13 63
19 78 1152 16055-16068 183-196 14 63
20 79 1153 16069-16081 197-209 15 63
21, 80 1154 16082-16095 210-223 16 63
22 81 1155 16096-16109 224-237 17 63
23 82 1156 16110-16123 238-251 18 63
24 63 1157 16124-16137 1- 14 1 64
25 84 1158 16138-16131 15- 28 2 64
26 85 1159 16152-16165 29- 42 3 64
27 86 1160 16166-11f179 43- 56 4 64
28 87 1161 16180-16193 57- 70 5 64
29 88 1162 16194-16207 71- 84 6 64
30 1	 89 1	 1163 1	 16208-16221 85- 98 1	 7 64











GMT Flw Spacearatt Cycle cycle
Date Duty pay Orbits Orbits 04y Cycle
1 91 1165 16236-16249 113-126 9 64
2 92 1166 16250-16263 127-140 10 64
3 93 1167 16264-16277 141-154 it 64
4 94 1168 16278-16291 155-169 12 64
5 95 1169 16292-16305 169-192 13 64
6 96 1170 16306-16310 183-196 14 64
7 97 1171 16320-16332 197-209 15 64
8 99 1172 16333-16346 210-223 16 64
9 99 1173 16347-16360 224-237 17 64
10 100 1174 16361-16374 239-251 18 64
11 101 1175 16375.16368 1. 14 1 65
12 102 1176 16389-16402 15- 29 2 65
13 103 1177 16403-16416 29- 42 3 65
14 104 1178 16417-16490 43- 56 4 65
15 105 1179 16431-16444 57- 70 5 65
18 106 1180 18445-16158 71- 84 6 65
17 107 1181 16459-16472 95- 98 7 65
18 108 1182 16473-16486 99-112 8 65
19 109 1183 16487-16500 113-126 9 65
20 110 1194 16501-16514 127-140 10 65
21 111 1185 16515-16528 141-154 11 65
22 112 1186 16529-16542 155-168 12 65
23 113 1187 16543-16556 169-182 13 65
24 114 1188 16557-16570 183-196 14 65
25 115 1189 16571-16583 197 -209 15 65
26 116 1190 16584-16597 210.123 16 65
27 117 1191 16598-16611 224-237 17 65
28 118 1192 16612-16625 236-251 18 65
29 119 1193 16626-16639 1- 14 1 66
30 120 1194 16640-16653 15- 28 2 66
GMT Fllobt Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 121 1196 16654-10007 29- 42 3 66
2 122 1196 10866-10001 43- 56 4 66
3 123 1197 16862-16695 57- 70 5 66
4 124 1198 18896-16709 71- 84 6 86
5 125 1199 6710-16723 5- 98 7 66
6 126 1200 1672416737 99-112 8 66
7 127 1201 16738-16751 113-126 9 60
8 128 1202 16752-16765 127-140 10 66
9 120 1203 16706-16779 141-154 11 66
1.0 130 1204 16780-16793 155-„168 12 66
11 131 1205 16794-16807 169-182 13 66
12 132 1206 16806-16820 183-195 14 66
13 133 1207 16821-10834 196-209 15 66
14 134 1208 16835-14849 210-223 16 66
15 135 1209 16049-16862 224-237 1 7 1	 66
16 136 1210) 16963-16876 238-251 18 66
17 137 1211 16977-10890 1- 14 1 67
19 138 1212 16891-16904 15- 28 2 67
19 139 1213 16905-16919 29- 42 3 67
20 140 1214 1099-
	
9 2 43- 56 4 7
21 141 1215 16033-16946 57- 70 5 67
22 142 1216 16947-16960 71- 84 6 67
23 143 1217 18961-L6974 85- 98 7 67
24 144 1219 16976-16988 99-112 8 67
25 146 1219 16989-17002 113-126 9 67
26 146 1220 17003-17016 127-140 10 67
27 147 1221 17017-17030 141-154 it 67
28 148 1222 17031-17044 155-168 12 67
29 149 1223 17045-17058 169-182 13 67
30 150 1	 1224 17059-17071 183-195 14 67
31 151









OUT F11611t 8prae0ralt cyan Cy01e
Date Day any OrNta orbits Day Cycle
1 152 1990 17006-17099 210-223 10 67
2 153 1297 17100-171.19 224-287 17 $1
3 164 1228 17114-17127 290-261 18 67
4 166 1229 17120-17141 1- 14 1 66
6 168 19110 17142-17166 16- 20 2 60
0 157 1231 17168-17109 9- 4
7 160 1282 17170-17103 43- 56 4 68
0 169 1239 17184-17197 67- 70 6 60
9 160 1234 17108-17211 71- 64 8 80
10 1 101 1286 17912-17226 - 96 7 60
it 162 193!8 17216-17230 99-112 0 00
12 103 1237 17240-17253 113-126 9 60
13 104 1238 17254-17267 127-140 10 64
14 165 1239 17260-17281 141-104 11 68
15 166 1240 17282-1729 166-166 12 00
16 187 1241 17296-17309 109-182 13 68
17 168 1242 17310-17322 109-195 14 68
18 180 1243 17323-17336 190-209 15 60
19 170 1244 17397-17350 910-223 16 68
20 171 1246 17351-1 364 224-237 -7
10
68
21 172 1246 17386-17379 236-211 68
22 173 1247 1.7379-17302 1- 14 1 69
23 174 1240 17393-17406 15- 28 2 69
24 175 1249 17407-17410 29- 42 3 °1 69
25 176 1250 17421-17494 43- 56 4 69
26 177 1151 17496-17048 37- 70 5 69
27 178 1252 17449-17462 71- 84 6 89
28 179 1259 17469-17476 86- 98 7 69
29 180 1254 17477-17490 99-112 0 69




GMT fiiobt Alu-n-ocraft Cycle cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day cycle
1 182 1256 17505017518 127-140 10 69
2 182 1257 17519-17532 141-154 11 69
3 184 1258 17532-17546 155-166 12 Ail
4 185 1250 17547-17660 +39-162 13 69
5 100 1200 17561-17573 163-105 14 06
6 167 1261 17574-17561 196.209 16 69
7 188 1262 17586-17601 210-223 16 69
8 189 1203 17002-17615 224-237 17 69
190 1264 17616-17629 238-251 18 60
1,f% 191 1	 1265 17630-17643 1- 14 1 70
1Z 192 1256 17644-17057 15. 28 2 70
12 193 1267 17658-17671 29- 42 3 70
13 194 1288 17672.17685 43- 56 4 70
14 195 1269 17666-17699 57- 70 5 70
15 190 1270 17700-17713 71- 84 6 70
16 197 121 17714-17727 85- 88 7 70
17 198 072 17728-17741 99-112 8 70
18 199 1273 17742-17755 113-126 9 70
19 200 1274 17756-17769 127-140 10 70
20 201 1275 17?70-17783 141-154 11 7
21 202 1276 17784-17797 155-168 12 70
22 203 1277 17798-17811 169-182 13 70
23 204 1278 17812-17824 183-195 14 70
24 205 1279 17825-17838 196-209 15 70
25 206 1280 1783P-12§52 210-223 16 70
26 207 1281 17853-17866 224-237 17 70
27 208 1282 17867.17880 238-251 18 70
28 209 1283 17881-17894 1- 14 1 71
29 210 1284 17895.17908 15- 28 2 71
30 211 1	 128E 1	 17909-17922 1	 29- 42 1	 3






GMT Fulght Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date DAY Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 213 1267 179$7-17950 57- 70 5 71
2 214 1266 17061-17964 71- 64 6 71
3 215 1269 17965-17978 85- 96 7 71
4 210 1290 17970-17992 90-112 6 71
5 A 217 1291 17991-16006 1.3-126 0 71
0 210 1201 16007-16020 127-140 10 71
7 219 1291 1602118034 141-114 11 71
6 220 1204 16035-16046 150-166 12 71
9 221 1295 10049-10062 169-162 13 71
10 222 1296 16063-16075 163-195 14 71
it 223 1297 18076-18499 198.209 15 71
12 224 1296 18090-16103 210-223 16 71
13 225 1299 16104-16117 224-237 17 71
14 226 1300 18118-18131 239-251 19 71
15 227 1301 16132-16145 1- 14 1 72
1S 228 1302 18146-18159 15- 28 2 72
17 320 1303 18160-10173 29- 42 3 72
18 230 1304 16174-18187 43- 56 4 72
19 231 1305 19186-16201 57- 70 5 72
20 232 1306 16202-18215 71- 84 6 72
21 233 1907 18210-10229 85- 98 7 72
22 234 1308 18230-18243 99-112 8 72
23 235 1309 16244-18257 115-126 0 72
24 236 1310 18258-18271 127-140 10 72
25 237 1311 18272-18285 141-154 11 72
26 288 1912 16286-18299 145.168 12 72
27 239 1313 18300-16313 109.182 13 72
28 210 1314 18314-18326 103-105 A 72
20 241 1315 16327-16340 196-209 15 72
30 242
	 1 1916	 1 18341-16354	 1 210 .223 10 72
31 249	 1 1317






GMT F'lipht spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Data pry Day Orbits Cubits Day Cyalo
1 244 1310 16369-18362 236-251 16 72
2 245 1510 15365-18390 1- 14 1 73
3 246 1320 18397-16410 15- 28 2 73
4 247 1321 18411-16424 20- 42 3 73
5 246 1322 16425-18436 43- 50 4 73
6 240 1320 1643840452 07- 70 6 79
7 250 1324 16453-18466 71- 84 6 73
8 251 1325 16467-18480 85- 06 7 73
9 252 1326 18401-18404 99-112 8 79
10 253 1327 18405-18508 113-126 0 73
11 254 1328 181109-18522 127-140 10 73
12 2515 1329 18523.181536 141-154 11 73
13 256 1330 18637-18550 155-168 12 73
14 257 1331 185151-111563 109-181 13 73
15 1 258 1332 18§§4-18577 182,x,105 14 73
10 250 1333 18579-18591 196-209 15 73
17 260 1334 18592-18605 210-223 16 73
18 261 1335 18506-18618 224-237 17 73
19 202 1336 18620-18633 238-251 18 73
20 263 1337 18634-18647 1- 14 1 74
21 264 1338 18648-18661 15- 28 2 74
22 265 1330 18662-18675 243- 42 3 74
23 266 1340 18676-18689 43- 56 4 74
24 267 1341 18690-18703 57- 70 5 74
25 268 1342 18704-18717 71- 84 6 1	 74
26 200 1343 18718-18731 85- 98 7 74
27 270 1444 18732-18745 09-112 8 74
28 271 1345 18746.18759 113-126 9 74
29 272 1346 18760-16773 127-140 10 74













GMT Fllgbt spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbit Orbits Day Cycle
1 274 1348 18788-16801 155-168 12 74
2 275 1349 18802-18814 169 1611 13 74
3 276 1350 181116-16628 163-195 14 74
4 277 1351 16829-18842 196-208 15 74
278 1362 18843-18856 210-223 16 7
6 279 1353 18857-18070 224237 17 74
7 280 1354 18871-18884 238-251 18 74
8 281 1355 18885-18890 1- 14 1 75
9 282 1356 18899-18912 15- 28 2 75
10 283 1357 1 -a i926 29- 42 3 75
11 284 1358 18927-19940 43- 56 4 75
12 285 1359 18941-18954 57- 70 5 75
13 286 1360 18955-18968 71- 84 6 75
14 287 1361 18969.18982 85- 98 7 75
15 288 1362 18983-16996 99-112 8 75
16 209 1363 18997-19010 113-126 9 75
17 290 1364 19011-19024 127-140 10 75
18 291 1365 19025-19038 141-154 11 75
19 292 1366 19039-19052 155-168 12 75
20 293 1367 19053-19065 169-181 13 75
21 294 1308 19066-19079 182-195 14 75
22 295 1369 19080-19093 196-209 15 75
23 296 1370 19094-19107 210-223 16 75
24 297 1371 19108-19121 224•!17 17 75
25 298 1372 19122-19135 238-251	 ' 18 75
26 299 1373 19136-19149 1- 14 1 76
27 300 1374 19150-19163 15- 28 2 76
28 301 1375 19164-19177 29- 42 3 76
29 302 1376 19178-19191 43- 56 4 76
30 303 1377 19192-19205	 1 57- 70	 1 b	 1 76
31 304 1378 19206-19219	 1 71- 84 6	 1 76
'i
B-11
GMT 'Flight spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date pay pay Orbit Orblta Day Cycle
1 305 1379 1922819233 65- 98 7 76
2 ?os 1380 1923419247 99-112 8 76
3 307 1381 19248-19241 113-126 9 76
4 308
1
1382 19262-19275 127-140 10 76
5 309 1383 1927819289 141-154 11 76
6 310 1384 19290-19303 155-168 12 76
7 311 1385 19304-19316 169-181 13 76
8 312 1386 19317-19330: 182-1115 14 76
9 313 1397 19331-19344 196-209 15 76
10 314 1388 19345-19358 210-223 16 76
11 315 1389 19359-19372 224-237 17 76
12 316 1390 19373-19386 220-251 18 76
13 317 1391 19387-19100 1- 14 1 77
14 318 1392 19401-19414 15- 28 2 77
16 318 1393 19415-19428 29- 42 3 77
16 320 1394 19429-19442 43- 56 4 77
17 321 1395 19443-19456 57- 70 5 77
18 322 1398 19457-19470 71- 84 6 77
19 323 1397 19471-19484 85- 98 7 77
20 324 1398 18485-19498 99- 112 8 77
21 321 1399 19499-19512 113-126 9 77
22 326 1400 19513-19526 127-140 10 77
23 327 1401 19527-19540 1.41-154 11 77
24 328 1402 19541-19554 155-168 12 77
25	 1 329 1403 19555-19567 169-181 13 77
26 330 1404 19568-18581 182-195 14 77
27 331 1405 19582-19595 196-209 15 77
28 332 1406 19596-19609 210-223 16 77
29 333 1407 19610-19623 224-237 17 77
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GMT Flight spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 335 1409 19638-19651 1- 14 it 78
2 336 1410 106511-19665 15- 28 2 78
3 337 1411 10866-19670 20- 42 3 78
4 338 1412 10380-19693 43- 56 4 78
5 339 1413 19694-19707 57- 70 5 78
6 340 1414 19708.10721 71- 84 6 76
7 341 1415 19722-19735 85- 98 7 78
8 342 1416 19736-19749 99-112 8 78
9 343 1417 19750-10763 113-126 9 78
10 344 1	 1418 10764-19777 127-140 10 78
11 345 1410 10770-19791 141-154 11 78
12 346 1420 19792-19805 155-168 12 78
13 347 1421 19806-19818 160-181 13 78
14 348 1422 19819-19832 182-195 14 78
15 340 1423 19833-19846 196-209 15 78
16 350 1424 18847-19860 210-223 16 78
17 351 1425 19861-19874 224-237 17 78
18 352 1426 19875-19888 238-251 10 78
19 353 1427 19889-19902 1- 14 1 79
20 354 1428 1	 19903-19916 15- 28 2 79
21 355 1429 IP917-19930 29- 42 3 79
22 356 1430 19931-19944 43- 56 4 79
23 357 1431 19945-19958 57- 70 5 79
24 358 1432 19959-19972 71- 84 6 79
25 359 1433 19973-19986 85- 98 7 79
26 360 1434 19987-20000 99-112 8 79
27 361 1435 20001-20014 113-126 9 79
28 362 1436 20015-20028 127-140 10 79
29 363 1437 20029-20042 141-154 11 79
30 364 1438 20043-20056 155-168 12 79













Flisbt 0"Osona Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Dar cycle
1 1 1440 20070-20083 182-195 14 80
2 2 1.141 11106.)-20097 196-209 15 80
3 3 1143 •20111 210-223 16 80




816 6 1445 20140-20153 1. 14
7 7 1446 20154-20161 15- 28 2 81
8 8 1447 20166-20181 29- 42 3 81
9 9 1448 20182-20195 43- 56 4 81
10 10 1449 20196.20209 57- 70 5 81
11 11 150 20210-20223 71- 64 6 81
12 12 1451 20224-20237 85- 98 7 81
13 13 1452 20238-20251 99-112 8 81
14 14 1453 20252-20265 113-126 9 81
15 18 1454 20266-20219 127-140 10 81
16 16 1455 20280-20293 141-154 11 81
17 17 1458 20294-20308 155-187 12 81
18 18 1457 20907-20320 168-181 13 81
19 19 1458 20321-20334 182-195 14 81
20 20 1	 1459 20935-20348 196-209 15 I	 at
21 21 1460 20349-20362 210-223 16 81
22 22 1461 20389-20376 224-237 17 81
23 23 1462 20377-20390 238-251 i8 81
24 24 1463 20391-20404 1- 14 1 102
26 26 1464 2040§-22ill 5- 28 2 82	 .
26 26 1465 20419-20432 29- 42 3 82
27 27 1466 20433-20446 43- 56 4 82
28 28 1467 20447-20460 57- 70 5 82
29 29 1468 20461-20474 71- 84 6 82
30 30 1469 20475-20488 1 8
31
1	 85- 98 7












GUT Flt& ep"ooraft Cycle Cycle
Dote DOW DOW Orbits Orbits ow Cycle
1 32 1471 20503-20516 119-126 8 82
2 33 1472 20517-20530 127-140 10 62
3 34 1473 20531-20514 141-154 11 82
4 35 1474 20545-20557 155-167 12 82
5 36 1475 20558-20571 168-181 13 82
6 37 1476 2072-20585 182-195 14 82
7 38 1477 20566-20599 198-209 15 62
6 39 1476 20600-20613 210-223 16 82
8 40 1479 20614-20627 224-237 17 62
10 41 1480 20626-20641 238-251 16 82
11 42 1461 20642-20655 1- 14 1 83
12 43 1482 20656-20669 15- 26 2 83
13 44 1483 2,0670-20663 29- 42 3 83
14 45 1484 20684-20699 43- 56 4 83
15 46 1485 20698-20711 57- 70 5 83
16 47 1486 20712-20725 71- 84 6 83
17 48 1487 20726-20Y39 85- 96 7 83
18 49 1488 20740-20753 99-112 8 83
19 50 1489 20754-20767 113-126 9 83
0 51 1490 20768-20761 127-140 10 83
21 52 1491 20782-20795 141-154 11 83
22 53 1492 20796-20808 155-167 12 83
23 54 1493 20806-20822 168-181 13 83
24 55 1494 20823-20836 182-105 14 83
25 56 1495 20837-20850 196-209 15 83
26 57 1496 20851-20864 210-223 16 83
27 58 1497 20865-20676 224-237 17 83




014T Flight spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date DIW Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 60 1490 20893-20900 1- 14 1 94
2 O1 1500 20907-20920 16- 28 2 64














6 65 1504 20902-20976 71- 64 6 84
7 66 1505 20977-20090 e5- 98 7 84
8 67 1506 20991-21004 99-112 8 84
9 60 1507 21005-21018 113-120 9 84
10 09 1508 21019-210 127-140 10 84
11 70 1509 21033-21046 141-154 11 84
12 71 1510 21047-21059 155-167 12 84
13 72 1511 21660-21073 168-181 13 84
14 73 1512 21074-21087 182-195 14 84
15 74 1513 2088-21101 196-209
16 75 1514 21102-21,115 210-223 16 84
17 76 1515 21110-21129 224-237 17 84
18 77 1516 21130-21143 238-251 18 84
19 78 1517 21144-21157 1- 14 1 86
20 1	 79 1518 21158-21171 15- 28 2 85
21 80 1519 21172-21185 39- 42 3 86
22 81 1520 21186-21199 43- 56 4 85
23 82 1531 21200-21213 57- 70 5 85
24 83 1522 21214-21227 71- 84 6 85
6 84 1523 21228-
26 85 1524 21242-21255 99 - 112 8 85
27 86 1525 21256-21269 113-126 9 85
28 87 1526 21270-21283 127-140 10 85
29 88 1527 21284-21297 141-154 11 85
30 89 1	 1 'S 1	 21298-21310 1	 155-









GMT Flight Spacecraft cycle Cycle
Date Dow Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 91 1530 21325-21338 162-195 14 85
2 92 1531 21339-21352 1911-209 15 85
3 93 1532 21353-21366 210-223 16 85
4 94 1533 21367-21380 224-237 17 85
5 95 1534 21381-21394 238-251 18 85
6 96 1535 21395-21408 1- 14 1 86
7 97 1536 21409-21422 15- 29 2 86
8 98 1537 21423-21436 29- 42 3 86
9 99 1538 21437-21450 43- 56 4 66
10 100 1539 21461-21464 57- 70 5 86
11 101 1540 21465-21478 T1- 64 6 86
12 102 1541 21479-21492 85- 98 7 86
13 103 1542 21493-21506 09-112 8 86
14 104 1543 21507-21520 113-126 9 86
15 1	 105 1544 21521-21534 127-140 10 86
16 106 1545 21535-21548 141-154 11 86
17 107 1546 21549-21561 155-167 12 86
18 108 1547 21562-21575 168-181 13 86
19 109 1548 21576-21589 182-195 14 86
20 110 1549 21590-21603 196-209 15 86
21 111 1550 21604-21617 210-223 16 86
22 112 1551 21618-21631 224-237 17 86
23 113 1552 21632-21645 238-2F. 18 86
24 114 1553 21646-21659 1., 14 1 87
25 115 1554 21660-21673 15- 28 2 87
26 116 1555 21674-21687 29- 42 3 87
27 117 1556 21688-21701 43- 56 4 87
28 118 1557 21702-21715 57- 70 5 87
29 119 1558 21716-21729 71- 84 6 87




GMT Flight spa0aucalt Cycle Cycle
Data Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 121 1500 21744-21757 99-112 0 87
2 121 1501 21750-21771 115-120 9 87















0 120 1505 21813-21826 166-161 16 87
7 127 15130 21827-21840 182-195 14 87
8 128 1507 21841-21854 190-209 15 87
9 129 1508 21855-21808 210-223 10 87
10 130 1509 21809-21882 224-237 17 87
11 131 1570 21883-21896 230-251 19
12 132 1571 21897-21910 1- 14 1 88
13 133 1573 21911-21924 15- 28 2 88
14 134 1573 21925-2190-8 241- 42 3 88
15 1	 135 1574 21939-21952 43- 50 4 88
10 130 1575 21953-21900 57- 70 5 88
17 137 1570 21967-21980 71- 34 0 Be
18 138 1577 21981-21994 85- 98 7 88
19 139 1578 21995-22008 99-112 8 88
20 140 1579 22009-22022 113-120 9 88
21 141 Isso 22023-22036 127 -1 1
22 142 1581 22037-22049 141-153 11 88
23 143 1582 22050-22003 154-109 12 88
24 144 1583 22004-22077 108-181 13 88
25	 1 145 1584 22078-32091 182-195 14 88
26 146 1585 22092-22105 196-209 15 88
27 147 1186 22100-22119 210-2213 10 88
28 148 1587 22120-22133 224-237 17 88
29 149 1588 22134-22147 238-251 18 88
30 1 1	 1589 22148-22101 1	 1- 14 1 1	 89





GMT Flight 9paceoratt Cycle Cycle
Data Daly Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 152 1591 22176-22180 29- 42 3 89
2 153 1592 22190-22203 43- 56 4 89
3 154 1593 82204-22217 57- 70 5 89
4 155 1594 22218-22231 71- 84 6 88
5 1	 153 1505 22232-22245 85- 08 7 89
6 157 1596 22246-22259 99-1
7 158 1597 22260-22273 113-126 9 89
8 150 1508 22274-22287 127-140 10 89
9 160 1509 22288-22300 141-153 11 89
10 161 1600 22301-22314 154-167 12 89
11 162 1601 22315-22328 168-181 13 89
12 163 1602 22329-22342 182-195 14 89
13 164 1603 22343-22356 196-209 15 80
14 165 1604 22357-22370 210-223 16 89
15 1	 166 1605 22371-.2384 224.237 17 89
16 167 1606 22385-22398 238-251 18 89
17 168 1607 22399-22412 1- 14 1 90
18 169 1608 22413-22426 15- 26 2 90
19 170 1609 22427-22440 29- 42 3 90
20 171 1610 22441-22454 43- 56 4 90
21 172 1611 22455-22468 57- 70 5 90
22 173 1612 22469-22482 71- 84 6 90
23 174 1613 22483-22496 85- 98 7 90
24 175 1614 22497-22510 99-112 8 90
25 176 1615 22511-22524 113-126 9 90
26 177 1616 22525-22538 127-140 10 90
27 178 1617 22539-22551 141-153 11 90
28 179 1618 22552-22565 154-167 12 90
29 180 1619 22566-22579 168-181 13 90






GMT 6 clot 6lpweoran Cycle Cycle .
__!
•
DNM DAY DW Cltblts 03bits Dw RCycle
1 162 1621 22594-22607 196-209 15 90
2 182 1622 22608-22621 210-223 16 90
3 184 1623 29622-22825 224-237 17 90
4 185 1624 22036-22"9 236-251 18 90
5 186 1625 22650-22663 1- 14
6 187 1626 2266"-22677 15- 28 9 91
7 I'A8 1627 22678-22691 29- 42 3 91
8 189 1626 22692-22705 43- 56 4 91
9 190 1629 22706-22719 57- 70 5 81
10 191 1630 22720-22733 71- 84 6 91
11 192 1631 22734-22741 85- 98 7 91
12 193 1632 22748-22761 09-112 8 91
19 194 1633 22762-22775 113-126 0 91
14 195 1634 22776-22789 127-140 10 91
15 1	 196 1635 22790-22602 141-133 it 9
16 197 1636 22803-22610 154-167 12 91
17 198 1637 22817-22830 168-181 13 91
18 199 1638 22831-22644 182-195 14 91
19 200 1639 22845-22858 196-209 15 91
20 201 1640 22659-22672 210-223
1 203 1641 22873-22886 224-237 17 91
22 203 1642 22887 -22900 238-251 18 91
23 204 1643 22001-22914 1- 14 1 92
24 205 1644 22915-22928 15- 28 2 92
25 1	 206 1645 22920-22942 20- 42 3
6 207 1646 22942-22956 43- 56 4 92
27 208 1647 22057 -22970 57- 70 5 92
28 209 1648 22971-22984 71- 84 6 92
29 210 1649 22085-22996 85- 98 7 92
3o 211 1	 1650 1	 22999-23012
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c	 This is the 4th report iii a continuing series of documents issued at launch, and quarterly thereafter, to pre-
sent night performance analyses of the Laadeat-3 spacecraft. The previously issued documents are:
r	 D^meat Na.	 Title	 Data
788DO4203	 Landsat-3 Launch and Flight 	 17 March 078
Activation Evaluation Report
5 to 9 March 1978, through
Orbit 50 and Orbit Adjust
Operation.
788DS4216	 Landsat-1, Landsat-2, and	 3 May 1978
Landsat-3 Flight Evaluation
Report, 23 January 1978 to
23 April 1978
788D84k32	 Landsat-2 and Landsat-3	 1 August 1978
Flight Evaluation Report,
23 April 1978 to 23 July 1978










The L ,andeat-3 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range on 5 March 1978 at 064 : 17:54:00.651
GMT. The launch and orbital injection phase of the spacecraft were nominal and deployment of the space-
craft were nominal and deployment of the spacecraft followed predictions.
All systems performed normally until Orbit 41, 8 March 1978, when cell 4 of the I'D" COMSTOR would nog
load and verify properly. Subsequent orbits would not verity and dummy commands "000" were used ill
cell 4 until 18 March 1978, when cell 4 changed to all 'ores". The 9113" COMSTOR was then taken out of
operational use until Orbit 1897 (l9 July 1978) when it was activated for processing spacecraft commands
titter a test for its stability.
The ECAM halted on 4 May 1978 due to a Lxed core checksum error. It again halted on 31 May 1978 when
core location 0403 (octal) contained a discrepancy. Neither error affects spacecraft operation. 'rho on-
board chocksum value for SCAM has been changed to accommodate the core errors and EDAM operation has
Won normal since then.
The RDV Camera 1 had intermittent white level saturation during an RDV image which was first detected in
Orbit 55, 0 March 1978. It was more prevalent in the first 5% of occasional images. Operational use of
the RBV was not interrupted.
in late August, processing of WISS data revealed occasional missed line starts, resulting in aborting that
frame ( 100 x 100 nm) in processing. The anomaly seemed to occur more frequently in September, but has
not been soon since early October after a switch to scan monitor light source B. Study of the anomaly is
continuing.
Band G sensor decline from gas contamination improved until the first turn ON after the 7th outgas cycle on
11 July 1978. Sensor 26 was nominal, but no output was visible from sensor 25. After tests in subsequent
orbits confirmed this anomaly, Band 5 was turned OFF for study.
Band 5 was returned to operational service on 13 October during Orbit 3094. Only sensor 26 is supplying
data. Gas molecule decontamination has probably reached its asymtotic best.
The spacecraft continues to perform its mission satisfactorily with MSS, RBV, and both Wideband Telemetry
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Table 1-1. In-Orbit Payload Systems Performance-h,awnch thm Orbit 3162
(10/18/'78), Landsat-3
RAV Total Scenes Imaged 100 7T
Total Area Imaged (million sq. a mi, 0
ON TIME (hr.) 110.5
ON/O'FF Cycler 1,367
% Best Time Images 88
% Recorded Imager 12
MSS Total Scenes imaged 47,131
Total Area Imaged (million sq. n mi. 411.3
ON TIME (hr,) $48.6
ONIOFF Cycles 3,826
Real Time Images 70
% Recorded Images 21
DCS Messages at OCC 255,362
Users 47
ON TIME (hr.) 5.433.8
WPA-1 ON TIME (hr.) 124.7
ON/OFF Cycles 801
WPA-2 ON TIME (hr.) 463.5
ON/OFF Cycles 2,458
WIIVTR-1 % Record Mode 38
% Playback Made 41
% Rewind Mode 20
% Standby Mode 1
Time Head-Tape Contact (hr.) 80.1
Cycles Head-Tape Contact 1,536
ON TIME (hr.) 121.6
WBVTR-2 % Record Mode 38
% Playback Mode 41
% Rewind Mode 20
% Standby Mode 1
MFSE Count in P /B < 5
Time Head-Tape Contact (hr.) 108.8
Cycles Head-'Pape Contact 2,003






At the close of this report period, Landaat-3 1 a ground track error was -1.89 an west (longitude at the
equator).
Error in longitude since launch as a function of time, orbit maintenance burns, and the Pitch Position Bias
program are shown in Figure 2-1.
Solar activity decreased during this quarter. Consequently, spacecraft drag as a function of solar activity
also decreased and Landsat-3 1s ground track required no corrections.
The controlled gating program using Pitch Position Bias remains discontinued as a mechanism for control-
ling ground track drift (discontinued 13 July 1978). Pitch Position Bias is, however, being implemented to
minimize Pitch flywheel speed and to prevent Pitch gating.
All subsequent ground track drift corrections will be accomplished by the OA subsystem.
Figure 2-2 shows the mean local time for the spameraft's descending equatorial crossing. The mean local
time crossings for Landsats 2 and 3 respectively are W16:08 MLT and 09:32:16 MLT.
Phasing relationships between Landsat-2 and 3 are shown in Figure 2-3. Landsst-3 leads L' andsat-2 at
their descending equatorial crossings by 34.18 GMT minutes.
The Brouwer Mean Orbital parameters for Landsat-2 are given in Table 2-1.
Appendix B provides the spacecraft orbit reference tables for January 1978 to July 1979.
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The lower Subsystem on Landeat-3 has performed satisfactorily throughout this report period.
The solar arrays continued to provide excess energy above spacecraft and payload requirements and are
oxpoctod to support the 1,aMsst-3 mission through 1974. The peroontago degradation of the arrays is
plotted as a function of days in orbit in figure 3-1, slow; with the pro-launch predicted array degradation.
The array degradation at the and of 6 months in orbit was 4,12%. The projected values of midday array
current are plotted in Figure 3-2. Hare the array current Is adjusted for sun t Metwity and array dogra-
dation, as well as sun angle. Along with the lime curve Is plotted the actual telemetry values observed
until the and of the current report period.
Thu battery pocks on-lino ranged from S.3 to 11. tier depth of discharge (DOD) during this report period.
Battery voltages have been maintained within suitable limits with lrndent_3 power management procedure,
oxc oss array onergy being dissipated through auxiliary loads. Temperatures ranged from 15. SoC to
21.900 during this report period.
'rho power subsystem electronics have performed well during this report period with all regulated voltages
stable. Table 3-1 shows major subsystem parameters and Table 3-2 shows power subsystem telemetry for
selected orbits. Some parameters In Table 3-1 may be slightly different from those in Table 3-2 because
Table 3-1 uses a power management time span (night followed by day), whereas the time span used in Table
3-d is the playback period from the Nd1t.
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Pwr. M"l. OrW4 No. so 140 540 on 1444 1040 3385 2711 3142
111411; 1 U" $2.41 32.56 31.10 33.09 32,02 32.63 32. U 33.02 33.09
2 cfto 32.41 39. so 31.30 33. " 32.03 32.63 02.03 02.92 33.00
3 Volt 32.50 32.67 31.50 33.17 33.00 32.02 32. " 30.00 33.17
4 32.32 32.40 31.30 33.00 32.63 32.75 $2.63 32.03 33.0
a 32.41 32.75 31.30 33.09 32.02 39,83 32,03 32. " 33.17
6 39.41 32.75 31.39 33.17 32.02 32.92 32. VI 83100 33.17
7 32.54 32.71 31.53 33.21 33.04 321% 33.04 34.04 311,30
a 32,32 32.49 31.30 33.00 32.64 32.75 32.63 39.02 33.09
Avorailo 32.41 33.63 31.30 33.11 32.91 32.85 32.08 52. IN 33.14
lMtt I End-ol-NIsM 20.60 29.43 so." 29.77 20.51 20.60 20.61 20.60 29.94
2 Volt* 29.51 29.34 29.41141 29.60 20.51 29,60 20,61 20.49 29.04
3 20. 1 3 211.511 26. " 29.02 29.67 20.04 29.07 20.75 30.00
4 20.61 90.34 20.50 20,68 20.51 29.60 21L 43 26.40 20.85
5 20.60 20.61 201" 20.05 29.60 29,68 20.51 26, " 30.02
6 20.60 20.61 26.75 20.77 29.60 20.60 20.61 20.00 30.02
7 20.76 20.60 20,02 20,93 20.60 20.04 29.60 20.75 30.10
8 20.61 29.34 28.60 20.60 29.43 29.60 29.43 20. ft 20.05
Average 20,60 29.46 29.70 29.79 29,06 20.69 29.53 28.00 20.08
Bait 1040 12.51 12.30 12.67 12.09 12.70 12.03 12.81 12.70 12.64
2 Share 11.78 11.57 12.30 12.00 12.43 12.20 11.04 11.90 19.02
a (10 11.64 11.73 11.97 11.05 11.00 12.10 12.07 12.16 11.92
4 12.31 12.63 11,58 12.43 12.16 12.40 12.41 12.50 12.41
6 14.25 14.09 13.55 Ul 49 13. 0 13.24 13.65 13.65 13.72
6 12.54 12.50 13.16 12.94 12.77 12.57 12.47 12.30 12.60
7 12.04 12.99 12.20 12.56 12,40 12.52 12.42 12.63 12.62
8 12. It 12.11 12.66 11.85 12.39 12.07 12.03 12.17 11.09
Bait I Load 12.85 12.43 12.07 12,97 12.04 12.80 12.84 12.66 12.87
2 sitare 11,94 11.57 12.17 12.23 12,28 12.06 11.90 11.73 12,06
3 11.09 11.98 12.48 12.39 12.53 12.29 1.11 12.77 12.60
4 12.06 12.72 11.01 12.19 12.33 12l 37 It. 11.97 11.49
5 131 HS 13.95 13.35 13.22 12. 00 13,35 12.74 12.04 12.66
6 11,97 11.87 12.46 12.39 12.34 12.34 13. " 13.40 14.32
7 12.80 13, 21, 12.72 12.66 12.63 12.02 12.00 12.37 11,76
a 12.51 12.26 12.04 12.06 11.90 12.16 12.17 12.26 11,97
Batt I Tenip 15,70 13.82 15,34 Islod 16.67 16.34 16.07 16.06 10,00
2 in, 14.31 12,45 It. 44 15.27 14.20 16.05 15.64 16.82 17.26
3 (OC) 15.26 14.09 15.82 16.61 17.06 16.38 16.45 16.68 17.79
4 19,40 19,00 19.05 20.39 20^ 33 20.22 20.48 20.70 21.64
5 10.67 10.41 18101 17.63 17.74 17.83 10.93 10.45 20.45
6 15.49 14.35 16.01 16,81 17.16 16.67 16.64 16.91 17.95
7 20, "'. 19,89 10.74 10.05 19.80 19.08 20.38 20.99 21.91
8 11.55 15.85 16.88 17.04 17,86 17,61 18.29 18.44 10.63
Average 17.26 15108 16.00 17,44 IL 66 17,57 17.96 18.24 10.34
SIC Beg Bus P%,r. (W) 140.9 145.36 137.1 138.70 151.0 135,8 143.4 150.43 142,50
Cosup Load ftr, (W) 0.0 44,46 46,05 5.09 Slav 5.89 5.30 5.39 moo(P/0 SIC flog Buis Pwr)
P/L Iteg Bus Pwr ' OV) 14,3 16.8 21.2 18.20 10.60 17.50 9.9 30.14 22.30
CID Ratio 1.26 1.24 I'll 1.17 1,44 1115 1.12 1.06 1.12
Total C' ,targe (A-M) 253l 0 226,37 218.76 247.03 274.31 265.76 243.09 310.63 241,07
Total D',sohargo (A-M) 200.7 215.14 187, " 212.27 100.94 230.99 217.64 293,00 214.63
Solar Array (A-M) 1202 1236.6 1206.4 1167,10 1132.0 1125.9 1138.6 1152.0 1163,4
S.A. Peak I (Amp) 18108 17.11 16.76 17.99 16.03 16.76 16.67 16.85 11.20
Midday Array I (Amp) 17.30 17.11 16.76 16.41 16.06 Ia. 247 15.97 16.14 16.32
9- Angle (DOX) (y) 7.40 6.60 1.74 -2.70 -3.77 -1.9 1.12 1.64 1.07
Max It Pad Tamp ft) 58.40 $8.4 60.8 5111410 $9.60 58.40 69.60 50.60 60.80
Min R Pad Temp ( 0 C) -38.67 -39.34 -40.61 -42.00
-42.67 -4Z. 00
-41.34 -39.34 -40.00
Max L Pad Tomp (C) 53, " 50.04 ". 61 0. 07 53.07 53.07 53.84 54.61 56.38
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS)
Since launch, landsst-3 1 s ACS systems performance has been normal.
In order to conserve freon, the controlled pitch gating program using Pitch Position Dias remains discon-
tinued as a mechanism for controlling ground track drift (ground track drift control will be maintained - as
required - by the OA subsystem). Currently, Pitch Position Dias is being implemented to minimizes Pitch
flywheel speed and prevent Pitch gating using the Arm, Disarm commands as the controlling functions.
Table 4-1 shows the bias sequences implemented during this report period. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 summa-
rize landsst-3 1 s pneumatic gating pattern since launch.








N * No + 1 No + 2 oOrbit Orbit Gates per Day
1956 1981








5 Sept 78 +2.9 +2.9 +2.9 A	 - 12N A	 1. 3N 0.0(-P)
2568 3239
+2.9 +2.9 +2.9 A	 - 13N A	 -2N 0.23(-P)5 Sept 78 23 Oct 784
*No Equals Satellite Night
Flywheel duty cycles are low (3 to 8 percent); dual scanner mode sun transient response is normal.
Both BADS are tracking the sun and their motor voltage and tachometer output signatures are normal.
RMP2 is functioning normally.
RMPI was not exercised during this report period.
System's temperatures, pressures, voltages and currents have all beeen normal as shown in the Telemetry
Summary, Tables 4-3, 4-3 and 4-4.
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'the Command Clock Subsystem operated nominally in this report period.
ECAM SMART-2 (W8VTR-1 Headwbeel Current Protract) fired during Orbit 1671 (July 17, 1878). It is set
at a value below critical range. Tests made in Orbit 1676 were normal so standard operations were resumed.
84IART 4 and b (W11VTR-1, 2 End of Tape Protection) were activated during Orbit 1887 (July 26, 1876).
SMART 6 (hack-up End of Taps Protection using analog tape footage imUestor), which is in the monitor mode,
was scat prior to launch near the End of 'Pape. During operations in Orbit 8198 (October 21, 1976) the tape
was operated outside the setting and the SMART circuit tripped as expected. Since the circuit is only a
monitor at present no operational activities was affected. This SMART Circuit is intended for use so a
variable tape position protector if required.
During Orbit 204( (October 2, 1876) the SIC clock was act back two seconds. Figure 5-1 shows the history
of the SIC clock drift since launch. The clock of Landsat 3 drifts in the same direction as Landsst-2.
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Figure 5-1. Landaat-3 Drift History
5-1
TRbls 5-1. Cau mug Clock Watistry 8=1111tuy
flow tame Volta
ormt
34 140 640 091 1431 1640 2286 2711 3140
8006 Pro, Power Supply Temp. DOC 41.26 40.24 41.73 42.40 42.97 42.77 42.73 42.81 43.78
8008 Ned Power Supply Temp. DOC 41,514 40.74 42,13 42.05 43.37 43 - 15 43,14 43.18 44.08
8007 Pro, Ose. Temp, DOC all. 20 28,63 29.96 30,35 30,17 40.26 30.32 39.34 31.70
8008 Hart QIe, Temp, Doc 31121 29,42 30, 74 31.21 31.61 31,04 31.16 31.15 43. M
8009 P4, Oea, Output TtAV 1106 1.05 1.06 1.06 1, eo 1,06 1.00 1.06 1.07
8010 Red 000. Output TMV 1.24 1123 1.24 1.26 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1126
8011 100 Kitt TMV 3.13 3.13 3,12 3,13 3113 3,13 3,13 3.13 311:1
8012 10 Kits TMV 3.07 3.07 3, 06 3.06 3.07 3,07 3.07 3.06 3.07
8013 2.5 Kits TMV 2.95 2.95 2.95 2195 2.85 2195 2.95 2,05 2.96
8014 400 fix TMV 4.45 4,46 4,46 4,45 4.46 4.45 4.45 4.46 4.45
8015 Pro, + 4V Power Supply V DC 2.05 2.05 2.06 2.06 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05
8016 Red. + 4V Power Supply VDC 1,97 1.97 1.97 1.07 1.97 1.97 1, 97 1.07 1.97
8017 Pri, + OV rower Supply VDC 2.26 2.27 2.27 2.27 2,27 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.28
8018 Red, + oV Power Supply VW 2.25 2,25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 l'. 25 2.25
8019 Pri, - 6V Power Supply VW 6.25 5,25 5,25 5.25 5.25 5,26 5.25 6.25 5.25
8020 1: A - 6V Power Supply VDC 5.23 5.23 5.23 5.23 5.23 5.23 5.23 5.23 5.23
8021 Pri,- 23V Power Supply VDC 5.79 0.70 5.70 5.70 6.70 5.70 5.70 5.70 5.76
80'22 load, - 23V Power Supply VDC bloc 6.90 6180 6.80 6.60 5,80 5.80 5.80 5.80
6023 Pri, - 29V Power Supply VW 5.42 5.43 5.43 5.43 6.43 5.43 5.43 5.43 5,43
8024 1''ed. - 20V Power Supply VDC 6.38 5138 5,38 5.39 5.40 6.39 5.40 5.39 5.40
8101 CIU A - 12V VDC 3.95 3.05 :1, 95 3,95 3.05 3,95 3.95 3.95 3.95
8102 CIU B - 12V VW 3.98 3,98 3,96 3,98 3,98 3,09 3.98 3.90 3.09
8103 CIU A - 5V VDC 4.12 4.12 4. 12 4.12 4.12 4.12 4.12 4.12 4.12
8104 CLUB -5V VDC 4.15 4.15 4,15 4,16 4,15 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15
8105 CtU A Temp, DOC 22.53 21,08 21.63 21,83 22.01 21.70 21,84 22,02 22.84
8100 CIU B Temp, DOC 20.36 10.21 19.66 10,82 10.96 19.70 19.81 19.98 20.60
8201 ltaceiver RF-A Temp, DOC 28.70 26.96 27.96 28.67 28.79 28,53 28,43 28.48 29.60
8202 Receiver V-11 Temp. DOC 21.74 19.51 20.74 21.44 21.76 21.37 21.29 21.30 22.77
8203 D MUD A Ti mp. DOC 36.00 34.61 35.66 36.31 36.55 36.26 36.36 36.35 37.36
8204 D MUD B Tdmp, DOC 25.27 22.74 24.37 25.18 25.50 25.09 25.20 25.21 26.47
8205 Receiver A AOC DBM -84,88 -85.62 -84.97 -85.x6 -88,05 -87.46 -86.79 -88.71 -91.55
8206 Receiver B AOC DBM F F F F F F F F F
8207 Amp, A Output TMV 2,41 2.39 2.45 2,42 2.35 2,36 2.47 2.44 2.14
8208 Amp, R Output TMV F F F F F F F F F
8200 Freq. 4hiR Kay A Out TMV 1.09 1108 1108 1.08 1.08 ?, 08 1 08 1.08 1.07
8210 Freq, Shift Key B Out TMV F F F F F F F F F
8211 Amp. A Output TMV 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.11 1110 1,11 1.10 I'll 1.10
8212 Amp. B Output TMV F F F F F F F F F
8215 D MOD A - 15V TMV 5.01 5.00 6.01 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02
8216 D MOD B- l6V TMV F F F F F F F F F
8217 RoRulator A - 10V TMV 5.52 5.50 5.50 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.51 5.52 5.52
8218 Iiegulatur B- lOV TMV F F F F F F F F F
8311 SCAM Memory Temp DOC 16.10 13.18 14.50 14.88 15.43 15,15 15.49 16.22 16.29
8312 SCAM Pwr Sup Temp DOC 19.59 14.13 15.60 16,16 16,86 16.31 16.86 16.43 18.13


















Tl LIrIYIVIrRY SIJHSYSTNM (TLM)
The `i`LM Subsystem has operated nominally during this report period. Table 0-1 sbows typical telemetry
values since launch. All are nominal. Landsat-S has redundant capability and "A" units have been operw
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"	 ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
LS-3 7-1
SECTION 7
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
No orbit acQust maneuvers were conducted during this report.
Table 7-1 summarizes all of the OAS system's operations since laineb.
Table 7-2 shows typical telemetry values for the OAS during quiescent period Varistio s in thrust sham-
her temperatures shown in Table 7-2 are consistent with varistims in sun intensity and sun angle.
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MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
LA NDSAT-3
SECTION 8
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATION ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
The MMCA +s operational maW has not beeiN altered from its launch configuration.
Presently, no plan exists to implement MMCA compensation. Payload operations have not generated un-
usual magnetic torques and controlled pneumatic gating - via scheduled momentary enable commands -
has successfully unloaded spacecraft momentum.
MMCA telemetry values are shown in 'fable 8-1.
Table 8-1. Ml- CA Telemetry Values
rune Name Unite
0011
4	 14P	 640	 991	 1431	 1851	 2285	 2700	 3140
4001 Al Board Tomp DGC 17.66 15,60) 16.91 17.23 17.52 17.29 17.27 17.56 10.10
4002 A2 HMO 'romp DOC 20.31 20.60 19.48 10,90 20..23 19.98 19.99 20.31 20.95
4003 Hall Current ThIV 3.66 3.63 5.62 3.62 3.62 3. u. 3, 62 3.92 3.62
4004' Yaw flux Density 11 h1 3.24 3,24 3.22 3,27 3.22 3.22 3.22 3.23 3.23
4006' Pitch Flux Density ThIV 3.20 3.20 3.19 3.19 3.10 3.19 3.20 3.20 3.20
4000 0 Roll Flux Density ThIV 3.15 3.13 3,12 3.12 3.12 A. 12 3. iR 3.12 3.12

















UNIFIED S-BAND/PREMODULATION PROCESSOR (USD/PMP)
The USD Subsystem ham operated nominally in this report period,
Table 9-1 shows telemetry values since launch. All are nominal. The transmitter has maintained a steady
indicated power output of about 1.6 watt* since launch. Figure 9-1 shows AGC readings of Goldstone for 2
constant positions in space. The scatter of data points reflect variations In the ground station calibration
and readout.
Table 9-1. Landast-3 US0/: ►M P Telemetry Values
Funs Units
Orbit
50 132 540 1020 1521 1840 2381 2721 3150
11001 Utl11 Revr AOC dDm -101.62 -75.14 -07.17 -111.53 -93,02 112.42 -115.40 -109.30 -107.75
11002 U81) Xmtr Pwr w 1.65 1.65 1.62 1165 1165 1.65 1.70 1167 1.64
11003 U8I1 Ruvr t rror kilt 1.01 4,45 3,31 1.43 3.63 4.00 3. 99 2.02 2.94
11001 U81) XpwM Temp ow 24,63 23.35 22,26 22.56 22.50 22.62 23.79 23.81 25.95
11005 USD Xpond Press P81 17.00 16,92 16.00 16.99 16.95 16,93 17,00 17100 17.00
11007 UBD Xmtr A -15V VDC F F F F F F F F F
11008 U811 Xmtr 11 •15V VDC 2.35 2.35 2, 35 2.35 2.30 2.36 2.36 2.56 2.36
11009 USD Itmae -15V V11C 2.05 2,05 2,05 2,05 2.06 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05
11101 PMP 1'wr A Volt Vile F F F F F F F F r
11102 PMP Pwr D Volt VDC -	 15.11 -15.09 -15.13 - 14.72 -15.10 - 15,08 -15.11 µ15.10 -14.06
11103 PWIP Tump A DOC 21.46 18.04 17.71 18.82 17.29 17.46 19180 10.79 20.52
11104 PMP Temp 8 BBC 25.96 23.56 22,16 26,42 22.18 22.55 24.66 14.48 26.36
F Unit OFF -78 0 RANGE n 1012 KM; AZIM - 81 1; ELEV - 620
-80
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CYCLES OF 251 ORBITS EACH
Figure 9-1. USB (Link 4) ACC Readings at Goldstone with 30-Foot Antenna, Landsat-3
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SECTION 10
ELEC'T'RICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (El$)
LA NDSA T-3
SECTION 10
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (EIS)
Search 'Crack Data and Backup Timers In the Auxiliary Processing Unit OPV) operated satisfactorily
throughout this report period. The MSS time code supplied by the APU occasionally exhibits a minor
anomaly. "Roll-over" of tenths and hundredths of a second occurred a few pess than 6) milliseconds
earlier than "roll-over" of ttw even second. This resulted in a few milliseconds of MSS time code out-
put which was 1 second slow. This has not affected processing which can flywheel past such a fleeting
snow 1y. Telemetry for the APU is shown in Table 10-1.
The Power twitching Module (PSM), containing the switching relays for power to the OAS, MSS, WBVTR
No. 1 and No. 2, RBV and PRM, functioned normally. During this report period, the MSS as well as
WBVTR No. 2 power circuits, 	 bren operated on a regular basis. RBV and WAVTR No. i power
circuits have been used for limited operation.
The Interface Switching Modulo performed all switchings normally during this report period.
The Auxiliary Loa. Controller (ALC) performed all switching normally during `,F6Ja¢ report period.
Table 10-1. Landeat-3 APU Telemetry Functions
Function Description Unit
Orbit
43 140 540 982 1464 1851 2285 2700 3150
13200 APU, -24.5 Vdc TMV 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.63 2.63 2.63
13201 APU, -12 Volts TMV 2.42 2.43 2,42 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43









Since launch, Landsat-3 1s Thermal ^,;(,mtrol Subsystem has provided saNdactory temperature control for
all of the spacecraft equipment.
Table 11-1 summarizes average subsystem temperature telemetry values taken from representative
orbits that occurred during the seven months of YmWeat-3 0 a existence.
Average temperature in the sensory ring bays are plotted in Figure 11-1.
During this report period, the sun intensity increased from .969 to 1.010 times the mean value. increase
in the sun angle to the spacecraft decreased night length. Consequently the average spacecraft tempera-
tures were slightly higher during this report period.
A history of compensation load switching since launch is shown in Table 11-2. Compensation load 8 was
turned on in Orbit 65 (10 March 1978) to increase the temperature of MSS and remained on during this
report period.
Compensation loads 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were on from orbit 3074 (12 October 1878) to orbit 3080
(12 October 1978) as part of the MSS band 5 test effort. All compensation loads except camp load number
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Figure 11 -1. Landsat-3 Sensory fling Avftrage Temperatures, Orbit 314o, 16 October 1978
LS-3	 11-5
Table 11-2. Laadsat-3 Compensation Load History
Compensation Load Status*
Orbits 1 2 3 4 8 6 8
Launch 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O
s O O x x x 0 x x
34 0 O x x x x x x
48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
88 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 x
3074 x x x x x 0 x x










NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBR)
The Narrowband Recorder Subsystem operated satisfactorily throughout the entire report period, both Re-
corders alternating in Record and Playback modes with a nominal one minute overlap.
Table 12-1 gives cumulative operating hours for both Recorders by mode, and Table 12-2 gives typical
telemetry values.
Table 12-1, NBR Operating Hours by Mode























30/31 174/215 564/565 1007/08 1524!35 1861/63 2370/81 2705/06 3186/7
10001 A-Motor Current mA
Record 181.47 180,03 184,02 180.93 182,47 182.47 180.03 182.47 160.93
P/11 170.38 185.57 177.83 17D.30 177.83 176.20 170.38 177.83 177. 83
10101 H-Motor Current mA
Record 150,00 143,88 148.47 1401-17 14'1.88 143.88 134.60 130.20 137.75
P/11 142, 114 161.53 143.88 140,41 142.34 140.81 140.81 134.60 131.63
10002 A-Pwr Supply Cur mA
Record 107.57 164,10 167.57 167.57 170.06 170.06 167.57 167.57 167.57
1 1/13 387.12 383.76 377.01 383.75 383.75 183.75 383.75 380.30 383.75
10102 11-11wr Supply Cur mA
!Record 186,67 100,00 188.66 100.00 186.66 186,66 186.66 183.33 186.66
WD 406.62 423.32 416 64 416.64 419,95 423.32 406.64 419.96 413.32
1000;1 A-Recorder Tamp DOC 20.43 18.70 20,66 21.00 17.61 18.01 17.83 10.43 18.48
10103 13-Recorder Tamp DOC 10. 35 16 , 30 21 . 30 18 . 04 21 , 30 20 . 43 21.74 21,52 21.05
10004 A-Pwr Supply VDC -24.37 -24.50 -24.38 -24.38 -24.50 -24.50 -24,50 -24.38 -24.50
v.
10104 11-Pwr Supply V DC -24.38 -24,50 -24.50 -24,50 -24.38 -24,38 -24.38 -24.60 -24.62
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WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WETS)
The WBTS has operated nominally in this report period.
Table 15-1 shows typical telemetry values.
WPA-2 has somewhat low values for helix current (12102) and collector temperature (19101). Since there
is no loss of cathode current (12103), or forward power (12104)= said no increase in reelected power
(12105) this Is not a cause for concern.
Signal levois measured at Goldstone with the spacecraft succeselvely at the same time two points in space.
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ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The AMS in a passive radlometric balance sensor which operates In the 14 - 16 micron IR hand. AMS Tele-
metry Values are shown In Tabu 14-1.
The AMS was launched in the OFF mode (CMD 774). It was turned ON during Orbit 5 and 17 and has Knoll 100r-
forming normally since then.
Table 14 -1. ALS Telemetry Values
rune Nuns Unit
a,otts
tl t40 0 "I 2 1Nd1 2296 2700 3140
3004
3006
Cue - Temp 1



























42/45 IT4731F 665 1006/1171 167	 30 1661/63 2370/01 2795/0# b10#/67
13022 Tones Unit Pr"s PSI 16,75 16.19 16.17 16.17 16.19 14,17 10,12 16.12 16,12
13023 Tapp. Unit Tamp DOC 14,0$ 11.69 14.00 12.65 13.62 14.00 16,30 16.02 16, 15
13024 Elect U. Temp DOC 16.42 9,17 12,69 11.54 12,69 13,46 19.07 16,31 14.23
13032 Limiter Volt VPP 1.36 1, L6 1.39 1.30 1.36 1.40 1.39 1.39 1,39
13034 + 5,6 VDC Ccev VDC 6,67 5147 5.47 5.47 6.47 5.47 5.27 6.30 5.50
13122 Tape Unit Press PSI 17,15 17.15 17.15 17,15 17.00 17,00 17,00 17.00 17,16
13123 Tope Unit Temp DOC 16 . 75 14.77 16 . 69 16 , 92 MAO 15.02 15 . 92 15 . 26 16.69
13124 I	 Elect U. Temp DOC 19.62 13.06 16.92 15, 77 16.07 17.30 15100 14.79 16.54
13132 Limiter Volt VPP 1,31 1.30 1 . 30 1,,29 1,31 1,29 1 . 32 1.33 1.32









WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
The WBVTR subsystem (Recorders i and 2) operated satisfactorily during this report period. Minor
frame sync error counts for WBVTR-2 (used with MSS data) Z1ave averaged belay 5 per 10 seconds.
During Orbit 18e7 (July 19, 1978) the WBR's were crossed so that WBVTR-1 processed MSS data, This
was dale to keep operating time of both recorders soroximately equal. Since the RBV signal Is analog
,several parameters vary slightly, they are functions 13029, 13031, 13034, 13129, 13131, 13134. In
Orbit 3142 (October 17, 1978) the WBR's were again switched. WBVTR-1 to RBV, WBVTR-2 to MSS.
Tables 15-1, 15-2 and 15-3 show typical telemetry values for various recerded functions and modes.
Figure 15-1 shows tape usage for Recorder 1 and 2.
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TAPE FOOTAGE (X100)













RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV)
The RBV operated satisfactorily during this report period
'
	
	 The white-clip anomaly continues to occur occasionally in the first five percent of the image format of
Camera 1. No cause has been determined to dllw,,
Table 16-1 gives typical telemetry values for the RBV subsystem. Tables 10-2 and 16-3 give telemetry
`
	
	 values for Prepare, Read and Bold modes for the two RBV Cameras. (Several temperature values, such
as 14203, Elect, Temp, tend to be high for long RBV an Times. They are normal in such cages.)
Table 16-1. RBV Telemetry Values
W-
Funo !None Unit 34 174 565 1098 1525 1863 2,181 2795
14001 CCC Board Temp. DOC 11.84 19,94 20.49 20.49 20.49 20.49 20.49 21.05 21.05
14002 CCC Pwr, SM. Temp DOC 23,39 21.60 21,60 21,60 21.60 22.70 22.70 22,15 22.70
14003 15 Vdo Sup. TMV 4.00 4,00 3.97 4.00 4.00 3.97 3.97 4.00 4.00
14004 +6 V. -6, VDC Sup. TAN 3,07 3,07 3,07 3.07 3,07 3.05 3.05 3.07 3,07
14100 VID Output V TAO' 0.83 1 . 27 2.26 1.77 1 , 10
1.77
2.62 2 . 17 1180
14200 0.76 1.82 0.95 2.70 1.50 45 0.76 1.92 2.07
14102 Comb. Allp Cur. TMV 4:.15 4.17 4,16 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.16 4,17 4117
14202 4,13 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.16 4,15 4.15 4.15 4,15
14103
14203)
Elec Temp DGC 19.23 16.62 18.28 18.26 18.28 10.28 21,60 18.28 18,83
23,45 22,60 22.06 20,94 20.39 21.05 28.13 22,60 23,16
14104 I I.V Pwr Sup T. DGC 19.05 16.73 18.39 17 . 83 10 . 39 17 . 63 24 , 46 17.83 18,39
14204 23,10 22,15 21.60 20,49 19.94 20.49 27,68 22.15 22,15
14105 (^ Dell. Pwr. Sup. +10 VDC TMV 4.02 4.02 4.02 4.05 4.00 4.00 4,02 4,02 4.00
14205 f 4.05 4.07 4.07 4.07 4.05 4.07 4.07 4,07 4.05
14106 V. P.R. +6 V, -6.3 VDC TMV 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.71 3.117 3.15 3.77 3.77 3,77
14206 3.75 3,77 3.75 3,75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3,75 3,75
1,4107 Thar. Eleo. Cur. TIT	 3,02 2 . 77 2,60 4.10 3 , 52 3.60 2,77 2 , 70 2.40
14207 2.67 2.77 2.60 4,00 3.57 3.80 2,62 2.50 2,25
14108	 * Vid. Fil. Cur, TMV 2.62 2.60 2.67 2.65 2,67 2.60 2,65 2.60 2.57
14206 2.38 2.60 2.60 2,75 2,62 2.65 2.55 2.66 2,60
14110
1
Vid. Tat. Volt TMV 3.55 3.37 3.37 3.37 3.52 3.37 3,37 3, 57 3.55
14210 3.06 3.37 3.36 3.32 3,32 3,32 3.30 3.32 3.32
14113 Vert Def V TMV 3.20 3.02 3.02 3.02 2.96 3.02 3,02 3,05 3.05
14213 2.78 2.97 2.95 2.96 2.97 3,27 2.95 2,95 2.95
14114I * Vid FTP DOC 24.10 23.10 23.65 23.65 23.10 23.10 22.55 23,65 23.10
14214 23.90 22.01) 60 22,60 22.09 22,09 21,57 22.60 22, 09
14115
 Poo Coll T DGC 19.80 1 17.07 18.18 1 18-19 18,18 18,18 19.83 16.73 19,28
14215 20.00 17.07 18.18 18.18 18.18 18.18 18.83 18.73 19.28
141?IX refers to Camera I




Table 16-2. Camara No. 1 Telemetry (Values in TIM
0
Fww Nome Units Mode 34 174 565 1088 1625 IM3 9381 SM 3107
14101 Fooue I TMV Pnp 1.65 Lae 1.63 1.65 1.63 1.65 1,42 1.42 1.62
RNd 2.17 2,75 2.75 2.77 a. TT 2.60 2,77 2,77 3.77
Hold 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.62 0.52 0, 62 0.88 0.55
14109 Grid V TMV Prop 0.70 01 70 0.70 0.73 0, 72 0.27 0.72 0.72 0.72
now 2.20 2.22 2.20 2.23 2.32 2.30 2,2o 2.22 2.22
Hold 4.15 4,15 4.15 4.15 4.17 4.17 4,16 4.15 4,17
14111 CAM I TMV Pnp 3.10 3.12 3.12 3,12 3.12 3.10 3,10 3.12 3.12
HMd 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 O, 77 0.77 0.77 0.77
Hold 0.40 0.40 0.40 0140 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
14112 Ilol Dot TMV Prop 2.00 1.97 2,02 2.02 2.00 2.02 2.00 2.02 2.02
Hood 3.42 3,45 3.45 3,45 3,45 3,45 3,45 3,47 3.45
Hold 0.0 0.0 1- 0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
14120 + 500 V TMV Pap 1.07 1, OT 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.05 1105 1.07 1.03
now 4.17 4.17 4,17 4.20 4.17 4.17 4.17 4,20 4.20
Hold 4,17 4.17 4.17 4.20 4.17 4.17 4.17 4,20 4.20
Table 16-3. Camara No., 2 Telemetry (Val-T-a in T"
Funs Nemo Unito Mode 34 174 605 1098 1526 1863 2361 2795 3187
14101 Focw I TMV Prop 1.57 1.57 1.117 1.56 1.05 1.55 1.57 1,57 1.57
Road 2.70 2,70 2.70 2.67 2.67 2.67 2,70 2.70 2.70
Hold 0.50 0,50 0.50 0.47 0,47 OAT 0.50 0.50 0150
14109 (arid V TMV Prop 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.86 0,55 0.55
RNd 1.90 1.92 1.92 1.95 1.92 1.90 1.92 1.92 1192
Hold 4.15 4.16 4.15 4.15 4.17 4,17 1	 4.15 4,17 4.17
14111 Ceth I TMV Prop 3.30 3, 32 3.32 3,32 3.32 3.32 3.30 3,32 3.32
Rend 0,90 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0,92 0.92 0.92
Hold 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
14112 Hor Dot TMV Prop 1.67 1.67 1.62 1,70 1.72 1.70 1.67 1.65 1.67
Read 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.05 3,05 3.02 3,02 3.05 2.97
Hold 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02
9-4120 +500 V TMV Prop 1,10 1.22 1,12 1.10 1.10 1,12 1.10 1.10 1110
Rona 4.25 4.25 4,25 4.25 4.25 4,25 4.22 4.26 4.25
Hold 4,25 4.26 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.26 4.22 4.25 4,25
SECTION 17









MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM (MSS)
Bands 1 through 4 of the MSS operated nominally until late August, when image processing disclosed an
apparent anomaly in MSS data. Reeorded data from ground stations had occasional frames abort„ resuming
processing of the next frame (100 n, mi. square). Examination of data at time of abort showed a preamble
extending 10 milliseconds beyond the proper time for Line Start Code insert. The MUX than apparently
generated its own Line Start Code.
Table 17-1 shows typical telemetry values since launch. All are nominal.
Table 17-2 shows the history of sensor response to a constant input radiance levels : I the line length.
All are satisfactory.
Band 5 was first turned ON in Orbit 222 on 21 March 1978. 16 days after launch. Cumulative sensor con-
tamination, due to residual gas molecules, caused response to decline at an average rate of O.5% per hour.
The sensors were periodically outgassed, typically for 4 days, restoring original response level. By
early July, the rate of decline in sensor response had dropped to 0.13% per hour. At turn ON after the
6th outgas period (which had been extended to 10 days) the response of the sensors was about 80% of the
value chserved after previous outgas periods, After the 7th outgae period (Orbits 1749 thru 1778 from
July 9 to 11) sensor 26 output was nominal at the new lower level, but no output was obtained from sensor
25. Eighth, 9th and 10th outgas cycles were performed. Sensor 25 remains without output. The rate of
sensor 26 decline remained below 0. 1% per hour, but the gain of sensor 26, measured immediately after
cooldown, declined with each outgas cycle as shown in Table 17-3.
Figure 17-1A and 113 show the number of scenes imaged at each geographic location this quarter.
Figure 17-1A shows the scenes taken during the north-to-south passage (as in all prior quarterly reports)
from all 5 bands. Figure 17-1P shows the scenes taken during the south-to-north passages (i. e. , the
"night" side of the earth) from the infrared sensors in Band 5. The Antarctica, therefore, is at the top of
this map, and the northern-moat earth latitudes are at the bottom.
Figures 17-2A, B, C and n show the ntunber of scenes imaged at each geographic location since launch.
Figure 17-2A shows daylight scenes in the northern hemisphere, and Figure 17-2B shows daylight scenes
in the southern hemisphere, all going N to S, top to bottom on the Figures. Figure 17-2C shows night
scenes in the southern heunir • ' ire, and Figure 17-21) shows night scenes in the northern hemisphere, all
going S to N, top to bottom on the Figures.
Only those scenes received by the U. S, ground stations are shown. Scenes transmitted to Canada, Brazil
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Table 17-2. 1488 Response History - Landsst-3
Quantum Level for Constant Calibration Lamp Input
(O - Blacki 43 - White)
Average Value % Cbg
lu Orbit Oinoe
at lit Turn On lot 4 tad Q. Thu QuayHound Sensor Launch
1 E. 49 46 -11
2 49 45 44 -10
1 3 46 46 46 -4
4 50 45 44 -12
5 51 48 46 -10
6 48 45 42 -13
7 55 53 51 -7
8 56 53 53 -5
9 52 48 49 -6
2 10 53 50 49 -8
11 56 52 52 -7
12 53 62 51 -4
13 56 53 53 -5
14 55 52 52 -5
15 53 51 49 -8
3 16 51 50 49 -4
17 57 52 50 -14
18 53 51 52 -4
19 32 32 33 +3
20 34 34 35 +3
21 38 38 39 +3
4 22 34 35 35 +3
23 35 36 36 +3
24 30 30 31 +3
5 25* 28.8 26.5 Q -100
26* 26.7 25.1 21.6 -19
Line Length 3187 3187 3185 -0.06
* = CAIN for sensors; mews, immed. niter cooldown, and normalized to gain step 4.
Q = Failed during 7th outgas period (July 9-11)
LS-3	 17-3
Table 17-3. Gain for #aware Measured immediately Auer Ctooidom





3-21 1 222 29.75 76.61
4-3 2 403 (26.21) (24.00) 36 boors after Cooldown
4-17 3 599 29.57 28.36
5-3 4 821 (27.06) (25.67) 2 bourn alter Cooldmm
5-25 5 1120 27.08 15.67
6-19 6 1476 23.87 23.29
7-12 7 1790 - 22.59
8-11 8 2215 - 21.96 Normalized from Soft step 7
9-8 9 2606 - 20.97 Normalized from gain step 7
10-13 10 3085 - 20.98 Normalized from gain step 5
57-4	 L8-3
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{	 Figure 17-1A. MSS Scenes in N to S Passages:
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Figure 17-2B. M&W of MSS Scenes in Southern
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{ Figure 17-2D. Map of MSS Scenes in Southern
N * N
Hemisphere in 8 to No Psssages
Since Launch - Lanftat-3

SECTION 18
DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM (DCi)
The DC9 Subsystem Performed nominally during this report period, continuing message collection at the
normal rate.
Figure 18-1 shows the number of DCS messages received in each 18-day cycle at OCC. Active DCP 1 x in
the field average about 88. The percentage of good messages is about 96%.
There are 48 users in the data base= 287 DCP ts are in the data base.
Table 18-1 shows telemetry values since launch. All are nominal.
Table 18-1, DCS Telemetry Values
roar Nome Units 43 162 5110 logo tall 1610 2381 2721 3150
10001 Receiver 1 ft No rre0th dllm • 118 -128,17 •130.43 -124,87 -127.21 -128.26 - 126.52 •125.45 -128.84
10002 Receiver 1 'Comp, Wr 19.05 10.35 10.04 18.70 10.00 10.11 20.20 20.17 20.36
18003 Rec-1 11wr I" Volt Vile 2.35 1.35 2.34 1.34 2.34 2.34 2.35 2.0 2.35
10004 Receiver 2 tMft 61rosko dDm r F r r r r r r r
141005 iietreiver 5 iiinp. We r F r r r r r r r
10000 Receiver 2 IrVA Volt Vw r F
I
r r r r r F r
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Date Anomaly/Observation How Observed
3/8/78 Coll 4 of B Comstor would not verify. MDR D04942 On-Line Coll 4 of B a
when all "1's!
operational.
3/9/78 RBV had intermittent white level saturation in first Off-Line White level
5% of image. MDR D04939
4/3/78 Sensor responsivity was observed to be successively OS-Line Study being
lower at first turn-on after each outgas cycle, tamination.
5/4/78 ECAM halted on checksum. MDR D04941 On-Line ECAM halted
changed and
sum changed
7/11/78 On output from sensor 25 video output on .MSS Band 5. On-Line First operatl
MDR D04943 1-4 normal.
7/16/78 SMART #6 analog WBVTR-1 EOT detection fired On-Line Variable ends
while in monitor mode (Orbit 1857). normal detect1
7/19/78 SMART *4 and 5 digital EOT detection for On-Line Operation to
WBVTR-1 and WBVTR-2 fired in Orbit 1897. matic shutd
7/24/78 SMART #2 fired due to WBVTR - 1 high headwheel On-Line Subsequent t
current (HW4 in Orbit 1971.
8/27/78 Intermittent delayed line start pulse on MSS. Off- Line Delayed line




I ANOMALIES AND OBSERVATIONB
Comments
Coll 4 of B Comstor would not load properly in Orbits 41, 45 and 48. Operational use discontinued on 3/18/78
when all "1's" appeared in cell 4. Tested and operation resumed in Orbit 1897 on 19 July 1978 with cell 4 non-
operational.
White level saturation occurred in first 6% of images at intermittent occurrence.
Study being made to determine if responsivity decline due to sensor deterioration or to non-water vapor con-
tamination.
ECAM halted on internal check on Orbit 839 (5 May 1978). Memory fault not critical and stable. Checksum
changed and operation continued. Reoccurred at new non-critical memory location on 31 May 1978. Check-
sum changed and returned to operation.
First operation after 7th outgas cycle showed no output from sensor 25. Sensor 26 operated nominally. Bands
1-4 normal.
Variable end of tape (EOT) protection circuit presently not inside normal operating range and fired indicating
normal detection. No effect on operation as circuit is in monitor mode.
Operation to end of tape caused SMART #4 and 4 circuit to fire before primary mechanical EOT switch. Auto-
matic shutdown and inhibit of payloads occurred. Recorder returned to operation and SMART #4 and 5 reset.
Subsequent test operation showed normal HWI and normal operation of recorder resumed. SMART #2 was reset.
Delayed line start generated by mux after apparent miss of scan monitor pulse No. 1. Mid scan code not
visible when commanded on. Switched to scan monitor light sou ' e B. Anomaly not seen in this made. Mid























SPACECRAFT ORBIT REFERENCE TABLES
FROM LAUNCH, 5 MARCH 1978 THROUGH 31 JULY 1879
ORBITS 0 TO 7157






GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle





64 1 0-3 0
6 65 2 4-17 0
7 66 3 18-31 0
8 67 4 32-45 0
9 68 5 46-59 0
10) 69 6 60-73 0
it 70 7 74-87 0
12 71 8 88-101 0
13 72 9 102-115 0
14 73 10 116-129 0
15 1	 74 11 130-143 1-14 1 1
16 75 12 144-157 15-28 2 1
17 76 13 158-171 29-42 3 1
18 77 14 172-185 43-56 4 1
19 78 15 186-199 57-70 5 1
20 79 16 200-213 71-84 6 1
21 80 17 214-227 85-98 7 1
22 81 18 228-241 99-112 8 1
23 82 19 242-255 113-126 9 1
24 83 20 256-268 127-139 10 1
25 84 21 269-282 140-153 11 1
26 85 22 283-296 154-167 12 1
27 86 23 297-310 168-181 13 1
28 87 24 311-324 182-195 14 1
29 88 25 325-338 196-209 15 1
30 88 26 339-352 210-223 16
31 90 27 353-366 224-237 17
tj
GMT Flight Vacecratt Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 91 28 367-380 238-251 19 1
2 92 29 381-394 1-14 1 2
3 93 30 395-408 15-26 2 2
4 94 31 409-422 29-42 3 2
5 1	 95 32 423-436 43-56 4 2
6 96 33 37-45 57-70
7 97 34 451-464 71-84 6 2
8 98 35 465-478 85-98 7 2
9 99 36 479-492 99-112 8 2
10 100 7 49 -508 113-126 9 2
11 101 38 507-519 127-139 10 2
12 102 39 520-533 140-153 11 2
13 103 40 534-547 154-167 12 2
14 104 41 548-561 168-181 13 2
15 1	 105 42 562-575 182-195 14 2
16 106 43 576-589 196-209 15 2
17 107 44 590-603 210-223 16 2
18 108 45 604-617 224-237 17 2
19 109 46 018-631 238-251 18 2
20 110 47 632-645 1- 14 1 2
111 48 646-659 -
22 112 49 660-673 29- 42 3 2
23 113 50 674-687 43- 56 4 2
24 114 51 688-701 57- 70 5 2
25 115	 1 52 702-715 71- 84 6 2
26 IN 53 716-729 85- 98 7 2
27 117 54 730-743 99-112 8 2
28 118 55 744-757 113-126 9 2
29 119 56 758-770 127-13P 10 2





GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 121 58 785-798 154-167 12 3
2 122 59 799-812 166-181 13 3
3 123 60 813-826 182-195 14 3
4 124 61 827-840 196-209 lb 3
126 62 841-854 210-223 16 3
6 126 63 856-868 224-237 17 3
7 127 64 869-882 238-251 18 3
8 128 65 883-896 1-14 1 4
9 129 66 897-910 15-28 2 4
10 130 67 911-924 29-42 3 4
11 131 68 925-938 43-86 4 4
12 132 69 939-952 57-70 5 4
13 133 70 953-966 71-84 6 4
14 134 71 967-980 85-98 7 4
15	 1 135 72 981-994 99-112 8 4
16 136 73 995-1008 113-126 9 4
17 137 74 10011-1021 127-139 10 4
18 138 75 1022-1035 140-153 11 4
19 139 76 1036-1049 154-167 12 4
20 140 77 1050-1063 168-181 13 4
21 141 78 1064-1077 182-195
22 142 79 1078-1091 196-209 15 4
23 143 80 1092-1105 210-223 16 4
24 144 81 1106-1119 224-237 17 4
25	 1 145 82 1120-1133 238-251 18 4
26 146 83 1134-1147 1-14 1 S
27 147 84 1148-1161 15-28 2 5
28 148 85 1162-1175 29-42 3 5
29 149 86 1176-1189 43-56 4 5
30 150 1	 87	 1 1190-1203	 1 57-70 5	 1 5




GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Da#d Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 152 89 1218-1231 85-98 7 5
2 153 90 1232-1245 99-112 8 5
3 154 91 1246-1259 113-126 9 5
4 155 92 1260-1272 127-139 10 5
5 156 93 1273-1286 140-153 11 5
6 157 84 1267-1300 154467 12 5
7 158 95 1301-1314 166-181 13 5
8 159 96 1315-1328 182-195 14 5
9 160 97 1929-1342 196-209 15 5
10 161 98 1343-1356 210-223 16 5
11 162 99 1357-1370 224-237 17 5
12 163 100 1371-1384 238-251 18 5
13 164 101 1385-1398 1-14 1 6
14 165 102 1399-1412 15-28 2 6
15 1	 166 103 1413-1426 29-42 3 6
16 167 104 1427-1440 43-56 4 6
17 168 105 1441-1454 57-70 5 6
18 169 106 1455-1468 71-84 6 6
19 170 107 1469-1482 85-98 7 6
1 108 1483-1496 99-112 8 6
21 172 109 1497-1510 113-126 9 6
22 173 110 1511-1523 127-139 10 6
23 174 111 1524-1537 140-153 11 6
24 175 112 1538-1551 154-167 12 6
25 176 113 1552-1565 168-181 13 6
26 177 114 1566-1579 182-195 14 6
27 178 115 1580-1593 196-209 15 6
28 179 116 1594-1607 210-223 16 6
29 180 117 1608-1621 224-237 17 6




GMT flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day cycle
1 182 119 1636-1049 1- 14 1 7
2 183 120 1650-1663 15- 28 2 7
3 184 121 1664-1677 29- 42 3 7
4 185 122 1678-1691 43- 56 4 7
5 186 123 1692-1705 57- 70 5 7
6 187 124 1708-1719 71- 84 5 7
7 188 125 1720-1733 85- 98 7 7
8 189 126 1734-1747 99-112 8 7
9 190 127 1748-1761 113-126 9 7
10 191 128 1762-1774 127-139 10 7
11 192 129 1775-1786 140-153 11 7
12 193 130 1789-1802 154-167 12 7
13 194 131 1803-1816 168-181 13 7
14 195 132 1817-1830 182-195 14 7
15 196 133 1831-1844 196-209 15 7
16 197 134 1845-1858 210-223 16 7
17 198 135 1859-1872 224-237 17 7
18 199 136 1873-1886 238-251 18 7
19 200 137 1887-1900 1- 14 1 8
20	 1 201 138 1901-1914 15- 28 2 8
21 202 139 1915-1928 29- 42 3 8
22 203 140 1929-1942 43- 56 4 8
23 204 141 1943-1956 57- 70 5 8
24 205 142 1957-1970 71- 84 6 8
25 206 143 1971-1984 85- 98 7 8
26 207 144 1985-1998 99-112 8 8
27 208 145 1999-2012 113-126 9 8
28 209 146 2013-2025 127-139 10 8
29 210 147 2026-2039 140-153 11 8
30
	 1 211	 1 148	 1 2040-2053	 1 154-167 12 8
31	 1 212








CMT Fliobt Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 213 150 2068-2081 182-195 14 8
2 214 151 2082-2095 196-209 15 8
3 215 152 2096-2109 210-223 16 8
4 216 153 2110-2123 224-237 17 8
5 217 154 2124-2137 238-251 18 8
6 218 155 2138-2151 1- 14 1 9
7 219 156 2152-2165 15- 28 2 9
8 220 157 2166-2179 29- 42 3 9
9 221 158 2180-2193 43- 56 4 9
10 222 159 2194-2207 57- 70 5 9
11 223 160 2208-2221 71- 84 6 9
12 224 161 2222-2235 85- 98 7 9
13 225 162 2236-2249 99-112 8 9
14 226 163 2250-2263 113-126 9 9
15 227 164 2264-2276 127-139 10 9
16 228 165 2277-2290 140-153 11 9
17 229 166 2291-2304 154-167 112 9
18 230 167 2305-2318 168-181 13 9
19 231 168 2319-2332 182-195 14 9
20 232 169 2333-2346 196-209 15 9
21 233 170 2347-2360 210-223 16
22 234 171 2361-2374 224-237 17 9
23 235 172 2375-2388 238-251 18 9
24 236 173 2389-2402 1- 14 1 10
25 237 174 2403-2416 15- 28 2 10
26 238 175 2417-2430 29- 42 3 10
27 239 176 2431-2444 43- 56 4 10
28 240 177 2445-2458 57- 70 5 10
29 241 178 2459-2472 71- 84 6 10
30 1	 242 1	 178 1	 2473-2486 1	 85- 98 1	 7 1	 10




GMT Flight spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 244 181 2501-2514 113-126 9 10
2 245 182 2515-2527 127-139 10 10
3 246 183 2528-2541 140-153 11 10
4 247 184 2542-2555 154-167 12 10
5 248 165 2556-2569 168-181 13 10
6 249 186 2570-2563 162-195 14 10
7 250 187 2584-2597 196-209 15 10
8 251 188 2598-2611 210-223 16 10
9 252 189 2612-2625 224-237 17 10
10 253 190 2626-2639 238-261 18 10
11 254 191 2640-2653 1- 14 1
12 255 192 2654-2667 15- 28 2 11
13 256 193 2668-2681 29- 42 3 11
14 257 194 2682-2695 43- 56 4 11
15 1	 258 195 2696-2709 57- 70 5 11
16 259 196 2710-2723 71- 84 #----- 11
17 260 197 2724-2737 85- 98 7 11
18 261 198 2738-2751 99-112 8 11
19 262 199 2752-2765 113-126 9 11
20 2633 1	 200 2766-2778 127-139 10 1	 11
21 264 201 9-27 140-153 11 11
22 265 202 2793-2806 154-167 12 11
23 266 203 2807-2820 168-181 13 11
24 267 204 2821-2834 182-195 14 11
25 268 205 2835-2848 196-209 15 11
26 269 206 2849-2862 10-	 3 16 11
27 270 207 2863-2876 224-237 17 11
28 271 208 2877-2890 238-251 18 11
29 272 209 2891-2904 1- 14 1 12




GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Dar Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 274 211 2919-2932 29- 42 3 12
2 275 212 2933-2946 43- 56 4 12
3 276 213 2947-2960 57- 70 5 12
4 277 214 2961-2974 71- 84 6 12
5 278 215 2975-2988 85- 98 7 12
6 279 216 2989-3002 99-112 8 12
7 280 217 3003-3016 113-126 9 12
8 281 218 3017-3029 127-139 10 12
9 282 219 3030-3043 140-153 11 12
10 283 220 3044-3057 154-167 12 12
11 284 221 3058-3071 168-181 13 12
12 285 222 3072-3065 182-195 14 12
13 286 223 3086-3099 196-209 15 12
14 287 224 3100-3113 210-223 16 12
15	 1 288 225 3114-3127 224-237 17 12
16 289 226 3128-3141 236-251 18 1
17 290 227 3142-3155 1- 14 1 13
18 291 228 3156-3169 15- 28 2 13
19 282 229 3170-3183 29- 42 3 13
20 293 230 3184-3197 43- 56 4 13
21 294 231 319.-32 1 7- 70
22 295 232 321's-3225 71- 84 6 13
23 296 233 3226-3239 85- 98 7 13
24 297 234 3240-3253 99-112 8 13
25	 1 298 235 3254-3267 113-126 9 13
26 299 236 3268-3280 127-139 10 13
27 300 237 3281-3294 140.153 11 13
28 301 238 3295-3308 154-167 12 13
29 302 239 3309-3322 168-181 13 13
30 303	 1 240	 1 3323-3336	 1 182-195	 1 14	 1 13








OUT Flight 8paceoratt Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 305 242 3351-3364 310-223 16 13
2 306 243 3363-3376 174-237 17 13
3 307 244 3379-9392 230-251 18 13
4 308 245 3393-3406 1- 14 1 14
5 309 •
6 310 247 3421-3434 29- '.2 3 14
7 311 246 3435-3440 43- 56 4 14
8 312 249 3449••3462 57- 70 5 14
9 313 250 3463-3476 71- 84 6 14
10 1	 314 251 3477-3490 85- 96 T
11 315 252 3491-3504 96112 8 14
12 317 253 3505-3518 113-126 9 14
13 317 254 3519-3531 127-139 10 14
14 318 255 3532-3545 140-153 11 14
16 1	 319 256 3646-3559 154-167 12 14
16 320 257 3560-3573 108-181 13 14
17 321 258 3574-3587 182-195 14 14
18 322 259 3588-3601 196-209 15 14
19 323 260 3602-3615 210-223 16 14
20 324 261 3616-3629 224-237 17 14
21 325 262 3630-3643 236-251 18 14
22 326 263 3644-5657 1- 14 1 15
23 327 264 3658-3671 15- 28 2 18
24 328 265 3672-3685 29- 42 3 15
25 329 266 3686-3699 43- 56 4 15
26 330 267 3700-3713 57- 70 5 15
27 331 268 3714-3727 71- 84 6 16
28 332 269 3728-3741 85- 98 7 15
28 333 270 3742-3755 99-112 8 15







OUT Fllabi ftmoeoraK Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Dar Cycle
1 335 272 3770-3782 127-139 10 15
2 336 373 3783-3796 140-153 11 15
3 337 274 3797-3810 154-167 12 15
4 338 275 3811-3624 166-161 13 15
5 339 276 305-383L— in 95 it -it
6 340 277 3839-3652 196-209 15 15
T 341 278 3853-3866 210-223 16 15
8 342 279 3867-3880 224-237 17 15
9 343 280 3881-3894 238-261 18 15
10 344 281 3895-3908 1- 14 1
li 345 282 3909-3922 Is- 28 2 16
12 346 283 3923-3936 29- 42 3 16
13 347 284 3937-3950 43- 56 4 16
14 348 285 3951-3964 57- TO 5 16
15 1	 349 286 3965-3978 71-
16 350 287 3979-3992 85- 98 7 16
17 351 286 3992-4006 99-112 8 16
18 352 289 4007-4020 113-126 9 16
19 353 290 4021-4033 127-139 10 16
20 354 291 4034-4047 140-153 11
21 355 292 4048-4061 154-167 12 16
22 356 293 4062-4075 168-181 13 16
23 357 294 4076-4089 182-195 14 16
24 358 295 4090-4103 196-209 15 16
25 359 296 4104-4117 210-223 18 16
26 360 297 4118-4131 224-237 17 16
27 361 298 4132-4145 236-251 18 16
28 362 299 4146-4159 1- 14 1 17
29 3663 300 4160-4173 15- 28 2 17
30 364	 1 301 4174-4187	 1 29- 42 1	 3










GMT Fllgbt Bwearah Cycle Cycle
Date Dy► Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 1 303 4202-4215 57- 70 5 17
2 2 304 4216-4229 71- 84 6 17
3 3 305 4230-4243 65- D8 7 17
4 4 306 4244-4257 99.112 8 17
5 A 5 307 4258-4211 113-126 9 17
6 6 308 4272-4281 127-138 10 17
7 7 309 4285-4298 140-153 11 17
8 8 310 4289-43111 154-167 12 17
8 9 311 4313-4326 166-161 13 17
10 10 312 4327-4240 182-195 14 1
it 11 313 4341-4354 196-209 15 17
12 12 314 4355-4368 210-223 16 17
13 13 315 4369-4382 224-237 17 17
14 14 316 4383-4396 238-251 18 17
15 1	 15 317 4397-4410 1- 14 1 18
16 16 318 4411-4424 15- 28 2 18
17 17 319 4425-"38 29- 42 3 i8
IB 18 320 4438-4452 43- 56 4 18
19 19 321 4453-4466 57- 70 5 18
20 20 2:: 4467-4480 18
21 21 323 4481-4494 85- 98 7 18
22 22 324 4495-4508 89-112 8 18
23 23 325 4509-4522 113-126 9 18
24 24 326 4523-4535 127-139 10 18
25 25 327 4536-4549 140-153 11 18
26 26 328 4550-4563 154-167 12 18
27 27 329 4564-4577 168-181 13 18
28 28 330 4578-4591 182-195 14 18
29 29 331 4592-4605 196-208 15 18
30 30 332 1 4606-4619 210-223
	 1 16 18




OUT Fi1w ftww a cycle Gy de
Date Dow DIW chwa Ormts ny► Ctals
i 39 334 4634-4447 234-381 18 10
2 33 335 4646-4461 1- 14 1 10
3 34 336 4669-4678 le- 24 2 19
4 38 337 '4676-4689 29- 49 3 it
5 1	 36 336 4690-4703 43- 56 4 it
6 31 39 7
7 38 340 4710-4731 71- 84 6 19
0 39 341 4932-4748 88- 98 7 19
9 40 349 4746-4789 99-112 8 19
10 41 343 4760-4773 113-126 9 19
11 42 344 4774-4766 127-139 10 19
12 43 348 4787-4800 140-183 11 19
13 44 346 4601-4814 184-167 it 19
14 45 347 4818-4898 168-181 13 19
15 45 348 4829-4642 162-198 14 19
16 47 349 4844-4888 196-209 15 19
17 48 360 4857-4670 210-323 18 19
is 49 951 4871-4884 924-237 17 19
19 50 352 4685-4698 238-281 18 19
20 51 353 4899-4912 1- 14 1 20
21 52 354 4913-4926 15- 28 2 20
22 53 355 4927-4940 29- 49 3 20
23 54 356 4941-4954 43- 56 4 20
24 55 357 4955-4968 57- 70 5 20
25 56 356 1969-4982 71- 6 20
26 57 959 4983-4996 85- 88 7 20
27 58 360 4997-5010 99-112 8 20





OUT FUght Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Data Dar DOY Orbits 4lltr Der Cycle
I 60 302 0025-5037 127-139 10 20
2 61 303 5038-5051 140-163 11 20
3 62 304 5052-5065 154-167 12 JO
4 63 365 5066 -5079 108-181 13 20
5 64 366 5080-5093 162 -195 14 20
6 65 367 5094 -5107 106-409 15 20
7 66 368 5108-3121 210-223 14 20
8 07 369 5122-5135 224-237 11 20
9 68 370 5136-5149 298-251 18 20
10 6P 371 5150-5163 1- 14 1 21
it 74 372 5144-5177 15- 28 2 21
12 71 373 5178-5191 29- 42 3 21
13 72 374 5192-5205 43- 56 4 21
14 S3 375 5206-5219 57- 70 5 21
15 1	 74 376 -5 1- 84 6 21
16 75 377 5234-5247 85- 98 7 21
17 76 378 52484261 99-112 8 21
18 77 379 5262-6275 113-126 9 21
19 78 380 5276-5288 127-139 10 21
20 79 381 5289-5302 140-153 11 21
21 80 382 5303-x316 164-167 12 21
22 81 383 5317-5330 168-181 13 21
a3 82 384 5331-5344 182-185 14 21
24 83 385 5345-5358 196-209 15 21
25 84 386 5359-5372 210-223 18 21
26 85 387 5373-5386 224-237 17 21
27 86 388 5387-5400 238-251 18 21
28 87 389 5401-5414 1- 14 1 22
29 88 390 5415-5428 15- 28 2 22
30 89 381
	
1 5429-5442	 1 29- 42 3 22




O'Aff FU& ep ccand't Cycle Cycle
Date 16-V Dad Orbits Orbits DR- Cycle
11 91 393 5657-5470 57- 70 5 22
2 92 394 5471-5484 71- 84 6 22
3 93 395 5465-5498 85- 98 7 22
4 94
1
396 549975512 99-112 8 22
5 95 1	 397 5513-5526 113-126 9
6 96 398 5527-5539 127-139 10 22
7 97 399 5540-5553 140-153 11 22
8 98 400 5554-5567 154167 12 22
9 99 401 5568-5581 168-181 13 22
10 100 402 5582-5595 182-195 14 1	 2
11 101 403 5596-5609 196-209 15 22
12 102 404 5610-5623 210-223 16 22
13 103 405 5624-5637 224-237 17 22
14 104 406 5638-5651 238-251 18 22
15 1	 105 407 5652-5855 1- 14 1 23
16 106 408 5666-5679 15- 28 a 23
17 107 409 5680-5693 29- 42 3 23
18 108 410 5694-5707 43- 56 4 23
19 109 411 5708-5721 57- 70 5 23
20 110 412 5722-5735 71- 84 8 23
21 111 413 5736-5749 85- 98 7 23
22 112 414 5750-5763 99-112 8 33
23 113 415 5764-5777 113-126 9 23
;14 114 416 5778-5790 127-139 10 13
25 115 417 5791-5804 140-153 11	 1 23
26 116 418 5805-5818 154-167 12 23
27 1I" 419 5819-5832 168-181 13 23
28 1	 1 420 5833-5846 182-195 14 L3
29 11^ 421 5847-5860 196-209 is 23




ohrr Flight 8pacsorat't Cycle Cycle
Date Day Dsy Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 121 423 5875-5868 224-237 17 23
2 122 424 5889-5902 236-251 18 23
3 123 425 5903-5916 1- 14 1 24
4 123 426 5917-5930 15- 28 2 24
5 126 427 5931-5944 29- 42 3 24
6 18 U 8 5945-5956
7 127 429 5959-5271 57- 70 5 24
8 128 430 5973-5986 71- 84 6 24
9 129 431 5987-6000 85- 98 7 24
10 130 432 6001-6014 99-112 8 24
11 131 433 6015-602118 113-126 8
12 132 434 6029-6041 127-139 10 24
13 133 435 6042-6055 140-153 11 24
14 134 436 6056-6069 154-167 12 24
15 136 437 6070-6083 168-181 13 24
16 136 438 6084-6097 162-195 14 24
17 137 439 6098-6111 196-209 15 24
18 138 440 6112-6125 210.223 16 24
19 139 441 6126-6139 224-237 17 24
20 140 442 6140-6153 238-261 18 24
21 141 443 6154-6167 1- 14 1 25
22 142 444 6168-6181 15- 28 2 25
23 143 445 6182-6195 29- 42 3 25
24 144 446 6196-6209 43- 56 4 25
25 145 447 6210-6223 57- 70 5 25
26 146 448 6224-6237 71- 84 6 25
27 147 449 6238-6251 86- 98 7 25
28 148 450 6252-6265 99-112 8 25
29 149 451 6266-6279 113-126 9 25
30 150 1	 452 1	 6280-6292 1	 127-139 1	 10 1	 25
31 151 453 6293-6306 140-153 11 25
GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day Day Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 152 454 6307-6320 154-167 12 25
2 153 455 6321-6334 168-181 13 25
3 154 456 6335-6348 182-195 14 25
4 155 457 6349-6362 196-209 15 25
5 1	 156 456 6363-6376 210-223 16 25
6 157 459 6377-6390 224-237 17
7 158 460 6391-6404 236-261 18 25
$ 159 461 6405-6418 1- 14 1 26
9 160 462 6419-6432 15- 28 2 26
10 161 463 6433-6446 29- 42 3
11 162 464 6447-6460 43- 56 4 26
12 163 465 6461-6474 57- 70 5 26
13 164 466 6475-6488 71- 84 6 26
14 165 467 6489-6502 85- 98 7 26
15 166  468 6503-6516 99412 8 26
10 167 469 6517-6530 113-126 9 26
17 168 470 6531-6543 127-139 10 26
18 169 471 6544-6557 140-153 it 26
19 170 472 6558-6571 154-167 12 26
20 171 473 6572-6565 168-181 is 2
21 172 474 6586-6599 182-195 14 26
22 173 475 6600-6613 196-209 15 26
23 174 476 6614-6627 210-223 16 26
24 175 477 6628-6641 224-237 17 26
25 176 478 6642-6655 238-251 18 2
26 177 479 6656-6669 1- 14 1 27
27 178 480 6670-6683 15- 28 2 27
28 179 481 6684-6697 29- 42 3 27
29 180 482 6698-6711 43- 56 4 27



















GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day pay Orbits Orbits Day Cycle
1 182 484 6726-6739 71- 84 6 27
2 183 465 6740-6753 85- 98 7 27
3 184 486 6754-6767 99-112 8 27
4 185 487 6768-6781 113-126 9 27
5 1	 186 488 6782-6794 127-139 10 27
6 187 489 6795-6808 140-153 11 27
7 188 490 6809-6822 154-167 12 27
8 189 491 6923-6836 168-181 13 27
9 190 492 6837-6850 182-195 14 27
10 191 493 6651-6864 196-209 15 27
11 192 494 6865-6878 210-223 16 27
12 193 495 6879-6892 224-237 17 27
13 194 496 6893-6906 238-251 18 27
14 195 497 6907-6920 1- 14 1 28
15 1	 196 498 6921-6934 15- 28 2 28
16 197 499 6935-6948 29- 42 3 28
17 198 500 6949-6962 43- 56 4 28
18 199 501 6963-6976 57- 70 5 28
19 200 502 6977-6990 71- 84 6 28
20 201 503 6991-7004 85- 98 7 28
21 202 504 7005-7018 99-112 8 28
22 203 505 7019-7032 113-126 9 28
23 204 506 7033-7045 127-139 10 28
24 205 507 7046-7059 140-153 11 28
25 206 508 7060-7073 154-167 12 28
26 207 509 7074-7087 168-181 13 28
27 208 510 7088-7101 182-195 14 28
28 209 511 7102-7115 196-209 15 28
29 210 512 7116-7129 210-223 16 28
30	 1 211	 1 513 1	 7130-7143	 1 224-237 17	 1 28












GMT Flight Spacecraft Cycle Cycle
Date Day pay Orbits Orbits Davy Cycle
1 182 484 6726-6738 71- 84 8 27
2 183 446 6740-6753 85- 98 7 27
3 184 486 6754-67Q7 99-112 8 27
4 185 487 6768-6781 113-126 9 27
6 1	 186 486 6782-6794 127-139 10 27
6 187 489 6795-6808 140-153 11 27
7 188 490 6809-6822 164-167 12 27
8 189 491 6923-6836 168-181 13 27
9 190 492 6837-6850 182-195 14 27
10 191 493 6851-6864 196-209 15 27
11 192 494 6865-6878 210-223 16 27
12 193 495 6879-6892 224-237 17 27
13 194 496 6893-6906 238-251 18 27
14 195 497 6907-6920 1- 14 1 28
lb 1	 186 498 6921-6934 15- 28 2 28
16 197 499 6936-6948 29- 42 3 28
17 198 500 6949-6962 43- 56 4 28
18 199 501 6963-6976 57- 70 5 28
19 200 502 6977-6990 71- 84 6 28
20 201 503 6991-7004 85- 98 7 28
21 202 504 7005-7018 99-112 8 28
22 203 505 7019-7032 113-126 9 28
23 204 506 7033-7045 127-139 10 28
24 205 507 7046-7059 140-153 11 28
26 1	 206 508 7060-7073 154-167 12 28
26 207 509 7074-7087 168-181 13 28
27 208 510 7088-7101 182-195 14 28
28 209 511 7102-7115 196-209 15 28
29 210 512 7116-7129 210-223 16 28
30 211	 1 513	 1 7130-7143	 1 224-237
	 1 17	 1 28
31
	 1 212	 1 514	 1 7144-7157	 1 238-251	 1 18	 1 28

aa APPENDIX C
LANDSAT-3 DOCUMENTS ISSUED THIS REPORT PERIOD
'title MW Date
MSS hand 5 Sensor Temperatures dated 7/28/78
Hand 5 Landsat-3, Sensor Bias Voltage History, dated 7/25/78
Landsat-3 MSS Sensor 26 Response Versus Temperature,
dated 8/8/78
Temperature Aberration During 9th Outgas, Hama 5 MSS
Landsat-3, dated 9/8/78
Eighth On*" Cycle and Subsequent Orbits, dated 9/15/78
MSS Band 5 Sensor Temperature Before and After :sensor 25
Failure, dated 9/28/78
Summary of Band 5 History Through Sensor 25 Failure,
MSS of Landsat-3, dated 9/28/78
Ninth Outgas Cycle and Subsequent Operations, dated
10/10/78
Alignment Results for Landsat Spacecraft A, B, and C.
dated 10/16/78
















9 14N0-L/A, B, C, -236
10 14N0-1/A, B. C-237
